Club Kit: for Running or Recuperating
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We now have two styles of Serpie vest available for racing in.
The new style Serpie vests have no seams and are made from technical wicking
fabric and cost £20 each. You can still buy an "original" Serpie vest for £16.

T-shirts
Kids T-shirts
Original vests
New vests
Caps
Winter beanies
“Spider” kit bags

Club colours
Club colours
Club colours
Club colours

£12
£10
£16
£20
£5
£6
£4

S/M/L/XL
7-8/9-11/12-13
XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL
XS/S/M/L/XL (XXL men’s)

Full details (including photographs) and an order form are on the website at
http://www.serpentine.org.uk/club/kit/
To order by post, send a cheque (made out to Serpentine Running Club) to Lynne and Simon
Maughan, 5 Skelgill Road, London, SW15 2EF, phone 020 8870 7797. Club kit ordered in
advance can also be picked up on Wednesday nights or at the Handicap.
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Editor’s Message

assessment has been of special value to our growing
club. In addition to Swenja’s committee work, she
has given much to the club – I know I won’t forget
her incredible run on the Drovers Arms stage at the
Welsh Castles relay a couple of years ago which
finished with Swenja being presented with a hungry
baby to feed.
Secondly, I must offer thanks to Ron Hagell, whose
portfolio was sponsorship and fundraising. Ron was
instrumental in finalising the sponsorship deal with
Etonic/InSport which allowed us to continue with
our flagship Last Friday of the Month 5k race. As well
as his valuable input on the committee this year, Ron
has been a stalwart helper of the club for many years:
at Wednesday night runs, helping at handicaps,
the NYD10k and summer league races, driving
minibuses, and not to mention running, jumping
and throwing for the club.

With the AGM coming up I’ve been reflecting on
my past year as Chairman of Serpentine as well as
thinking about the future of the club. The
Chairman’s role is not without its challenges but I
have enjoyed the year and will be standing as
Chairman again in 2005. I have been ably assisted in
meeting my many challenges by the other officers
and committee members. I would like to take this
opportunity to offer special thanks to two committee
members who stepped down during the year.
Firstly, I would like to thank Swenja Surminski, who
joined the committee in 2003, stepped down in
October due to increased work commitments.
Swenja’s extensive work on volunteerism and risk
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Two other people who I must single out for my
thanks are David Knight and Ian Hodge. In addition
to his role as club Secretary, David has worked on
many diverse aspects of the club from organising the
focus groups on how to take the club forward, to
laminating membership cards and looking after the
club room on a Wed night. Ian has successfully run
two portfolios: club competition & events, and
technology. The men’s team’s success at the SEAA
relays in March and the Green Belt Relay double
success are just two of the many club successes in
events that Ian has been the main organiser of. The
work that goes into technology may be behind the
scenes, but we can all see the results in improvements
like the members’ home page and the track and field
database. These developments are in no small part
down to Ian, and also to David, who has had his
finger in the technology pie as well.
Thinking back to 2004, membership reached over
1,600 in May and at the time of the AGM we had
1,100 members. At the end of May this year
membership reached 2,107, and currently we have
just under 2,000 members. In January 2005 alone
almost 250 new members joined. We have been
debating the challenges that such a large club brings
for several years. With membership growth showing
no signs of slowing down, this subject is no less hotly
discussed now and I am sure will continue to be high
on the agenda of the new committee.
Looking forward, I very much hope to be working
with the future committee on developing the club. It’s
good to know that the one thing our members are not
is complacent. We certainly had lots of interesting
ideas from the focus groups, which proves that many
of you care about where our club is going and want to
put forward your thoughts on its future. This will give
us new challenges for 2005/6, but after all, what’s life
without a challenge.
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John Walker

Firstly I must apologise. It’s been a little while since
the last issue of Serpentimes. Some of you may even
have been wondering whether you would see another
issue at all. The delay is totally my fault, but my
reason is totally running-related. After all I, like
everyone who spends their time helping the club,
am a volunteer. There’s work to fit in, as well as dayto-day life, not to mention running. Well, this year
I decided that running was going to move up the
priority order for once. I had a place in the London
marathon and was determined to train properly and
go for a PB. Some things, like work, just weren’t able
to be put on one side to provide enough quality
training time but Serpentimes was something that
could wait. Anyone who saw me grinning like a
Cheshire cat after the marathon will know that I
was really happy with my performance, so in my
eyes the wait for Serpentimes was totally justified.
I’m sure as runners you’ll all understand.
They do say that the best things come to those who
wait and I hope you’ll agree that there are some great
articles in this issue. As someone who’s a keen hill
walker, the idea of taking part in the High Peak
marathon is awe-inspiring: even more so given the
conditions that Douglas, Matthew, Daniel and Chris
battled through this year. Daryl Nilbett’s battle to
arrive at the start line of a half marathon at the right
place and time and with all of his running gear is
somewhat different, but one that I’m sure many of us
can relate to and learn from.
We’re lucky to have several fascinating interviews in
this issue. Ron Hagell and Beate Vogt, who have been
involved with so many aspects of Serpentine, spoke to
Juliet Allan; Leila Hudson managed to find a timeslot
in Richard Stannard’s incredibly busy schedule to talk
to him; and we have the first in a occasional series of
interviews with occasional Serpies.
It’s interesting to note that this issue covers the spring
marathon period, but that none of you wrote about
the Paris, London, Rotterdam or any other
marathons. Perhaps with so much time devoted to
training, running then getting over the marathon,
you either can’t face putting pen to paper or don’t
want to read about another marathon. Given this,
Beate’s article on training focus after a marathon
would seem to be very apt.
In addition to thanking all of the feature writers and
regular contributors, I must particularly thank those
I “persuaded” to write something. These articles
often start out as an email to the egroups with a
snippet of information about an event, eliciting a

plea from me to the email writer to turn their email
into a full-blown article for Serpentimes. Thanks to
all of you for saying yes and being so polite about it.
Just because thanks are given regularly, they are no
less meant or deserved, and once again I must thank
Richard Melik for the Serpentimes design and David
Knight for his photographs.
Finally, the Serpie AGM is coming up on 2 July. For
the first time for a few years I won’t be able to be there
– Ian and I are running in the Fila Sky Race in Serre
Chevalier and having a well-deserved (?) holiday in
France. Whoever our new committee members are, I
look forward to working with you.
Sally Hodge

Make 2005 the Year
You Start Writing
If you’ve found something to inspire you in this issue of
Serpentimes, why not contribute to the next issue? It’s
a great way to share events you’ve loved (or hated) with
others; to give advice, ask for help or to let every Serpie
know about something that’s coming up. With over
1,600 members there is lots of hidden talent out there.
Email your contributions to the Serpentimes team at
serpentimes@serpentine.org.uk
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Three Cheers for Central Park
by Juliet Allan

The solution was a running group which met at 6:20
every morning. It was part of “World Runners”,
whose goal was to end world hunger, and was led by
a coach called Michael Steuerman who, she says, was
a fantastic person; larger than life with incredible
charisma. Beate was touched by how welcoming and
generous he and his wife were to her as a German,
given that they were both Jews who had lost relatives
in the war. He taught her a lot about getting involved
and helping others, showing her that you always get
out more than you put in. If it was raining heavily
he’d say “It’s a fantastic day to go running, because it
gives you an opportunity to show your commitment
to the sport.” Under the tutelage of Michael
Steuerman, Beate began to improve quickly and was
soon running four mornings per week. The faster
group included a lively chap called Ron.
So what story had landed Ron in Central Park at 6:20
am? Well, while Beate was but a glint in her parents’
eyes, Ron was growing up in South Carolina with
four sisters. One died in childhood but the others still
live there, as does his mother, a self-taught pianist and
singer. His father, a textile engineer, was the son of a
Canadian cowboy from Alberta, whose father, in
turn, had emigrated from Maidstone in Kent. He
laughs as he describes a 1920s picture of his great aunt
and her sister, sitting on a log in an incredible
Vancouver wilderness, wearing flapper dresses and
sipping tea from real china cups. “It’s SO English”.

“Why would people want you to interview us? What
is it that people want to know?” We’re sitting in Ron
and Beate’s Pimlico home late on a Tuesday evening.
Ron looks genuinely perplexed and a little less than
impressed at the prospect of having his life exposed to
the club’s 2000 members. I explain that I’m curious to
know the story behind one of Serpentine’s most
prominent couples; you could almost say they’re an
institution. Ron’s still looking a bit sceptical, so I kick
off with Beate.
Beate grew up in Saabrucken near the German border
with France with a brother and sister, to whom she’s
close. She wasn't really athletic, but started playing
volleyball when she was 16 and had a sporty group of
friends. One of them began taking Beate running and
that was her first taste of it, nearly 30 years ago.
Then, in her early 20s, Beate left for Paris. She had a
tiny apartment and no money, but was incredibly
happy and stayed for four years, first as a representative
4

for her father’s trailer business, then as a statistician in
an economic research institute. The Bois de Vincennes
(familiar to anyone who’s run the Paris marathon) was
right on her doorstep. Beate started run-walking round
the little lake, where she bumped into two women who
persuaded her to run with them. “I thought ‘Woa, I
can’t’”, she says, but it wasn’t long before she ran her
first 10k.
Beate’s next stop was New York. With a stressful job as
a banker in Manhattan, she spent weekends relaxing at
The Hamptons, where she shared a house with 25
others and did a bit of jogging. They were good times
and she still has friends she met there. She began to
take her running a bit more seriously and started
evening runs with the New York City Road Runners
Club. But she was often unable to leave work on time
and, crucially, had to sacrifice her social life on two
nights each week. Ron interjects, laughing. “When
you’re a young thing in New York City, you want to
have a good time.”

Ron was a 19-year old university student when he
got a letter from Uncle Sam, requiring him to report
for a physical examination. He spent 1967-8 in
Vietnam as an intelligence officer. On his return,
after graduate school and a spell teaching, he got his
first job in television. Although he’d played American
football and other sports, he hadn’t really done any
endurance exercise. In 1980, though, around the
time that Beate, 3000 miles away, was beginning to
venture out into the Bois de Vincennes, he “got
roped into running in a race” in Rochester (New
York) by a couple of TV colleagues. “And I won it”,
he says, “with no training”. He’d become a smoker in
Vietnam, but his friends told him he should give up
and start running, as he could do really well.
The early 80s were an exciting time in television,
with the launch of a new satellite spawning lots of
networks. Ron got head-hunted by a new network in
New York City just in time to witness the 1982 New
York City marathon. It struck him how normal most
of the runners looked and he thought “If they can do
this, I’m sure I can”.
Smoking was the big hurdle; it was so much part of
the scene in the television world. “You’d do something
then have a cigarette, then you’d do something else
and have another”. But Ron was determined. At first,

he’d run four or five blocks and be totally winded,
but he gradually worked up to running about a mile.
His reward? A cigarette. There followed “a horrible
winter of getting bronchitis from running and
smoking” but then he started training seriously. He
made good progress and ran his first four mile race in
Central Park in 31:30, a time which he managed to
reduce to sub-30 two weeks later. “I was so happy”,
he says with a familiar grin.

Ron returned to New York with a
time of 3:36 and a Serpie shirt
The running book which Ron bought didn’t say
much about marathons. But he spotted a little advert
for the World Runners in the Road Runners Club
headquarters (you can see where this is heading…)
and started going to their morning runs, where he
got into shape quickly, running 10k each morning.
His first marathon (New York 1983) was memorable.
He ran 25 miles at seven-minute miles then passed
out. After an hour in an ambulance he signed a
medical release and ran the last mile, finishing in
5:07. Ron redeemed himself in London the following
spring. He had an introduction to Alan Woodward,
who invited him to the Serpies’ pre-marathon party.
It took place in the club’s (then) headquarters: a tiny
stone house with a garden at Alexandra Gate. Ron
returned to New York with a time of 3:36, increased
confidence and a Serpie shirt.
His next goal was Boston. And it was while training for
that in 1987 that his path converged with Beate’s in
Central Park. “I ran after him in more ways than one”,
she jokes. Her famous advice to anyone wanting to get
faster is “Find a pair of legs you like and follow them
round”. Leg-watching must, by force of circumstances,
have been a seasonal occupation, however. They ran
through the whole winter with Vaseline on their thighs,
tights and windbreakers on their legs, three layers on
top, two pairs of gloves and covered mouths.
Ron was oblivious to Beate’s interest at first. He even
set her up on a date with someone else. It wasn’t a
great success; the man fell asleep over dinner. Ron
explains that Beate would always be organising
things with friends and inviting him along. “I didn’t
really get what was going on with her. But then it
suddenly hit me like a ton of bricks”. They’d
arranged to go to the cinema with a group of friends
one Saturday. During the week, the others gradually
dropped out. It dawned on Ron that “I kind of liked
Beate and she liked me. And…” (he pauses for dramatic effect) “nobody else was coming on Saturday
night except her.”
It was a long day. Michael Steuerman had organised
a group of World Runners to go to a freezing
5
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warehouse in the Bronx at 4 am to pack apples into
bags for charity. Ron remembers exactly what Beate
was wearing: faded jeans and a blue Asics jacket. “I
was just so entranced by her”. The film was “The
Dead”, adapted from James Joyce’s short story. They
have a little difference of opinion about how much
detail to tell me beyond that, so let’s just say that that
night was the beginning of “Ron and Beate”.

I ran after him in more ways than one
Ron wanted to get engaged immediately, but Beate
told him to ask her again in three months. He did,
and they were married in June 1989. The following
year Ron got a Fulbright scholarship to teach at
Frankfurt University. Happily, Beate’s bank
transferred her to Frankfurt too and the newly-weds
had a wonderful year, living in a rent-free apartment
at the university and travelling extensively. They ran
the first Berlin marathon together in 1990, the year
after the wall fell.
There followed a frustrating phase of transatlantic
to-ing and fro-ing. Half way through Beate’s MBA
in Philadelphia, Ron had to return to Frankfurt to
shoot and edit a film while Beate remained in the
US. She smiles. “It was a bit of a cross-cultural
exchange” After a year of enforced separation, Beate
joined Ron in Frankfurt, where they stayed for three
years. There were miles of running trails right
outside their front door. They ran, skied and hiked

with the Naturfreunde (Friends of nature), “salt of
the earth people from all walks of life”. They were a
national organisation, with huts all over the Alps. It
was all very much “back to nature” and nudity was
something they took in their stride.
But while life was idyllic in some ways, Beate was
travelling for work a lot and the German system
made it difficult for Ron to get an academic position.
He was doing a patchwork of jobs to keep himself
occupied. So when Beate got offered a transfer to
London they seized the day. Ron got a teaching job
at Royal Holloway immediately and when Beate’s
employers transferred her to a project in Germany,
she drew the line and quit. Ron remembered the
Serpentines from his visit in 1984. So, on a Saturday
morning in November 1995, Ron and Beate jogged
over to Hyde Park, where they bumped straight into
Alan Woodward, running along Rotten Row.
Although he hadn’t seen Ron for 10 years, he
remembered him instantly. The handicap (then, at
35-strong, the club’s biggest regular event) had just
finished, but they were invited in for sandwiches and
the rest is history.
They’ve been happy here. The club’s been a great
source of friends and fulfilment and a good way to
get integrated into London. Beate was joint ladies’
captain with Jan Farmer for a couple of years. They
agree that other runners have been a constant source
of inspiration, not only for their running, but
because of their personal endeavours. “Running
clubs for us have made big cities into villages” adds
Ron. He continues to teach film at the Royal
Holloway and regularly exhibits video art. Beate,
who works in executive recruitment finished a
four-year diploma in art history a year ago. Funnily
enough it’s there on the table, having arrived that day
in the post. Tireless and always looking for a new
challenge, she’s become a Level 2 coach since
finishing her diploma.
It’s hard to believe that Ron has two daughters in
their 30s and will turn 60 at the beginning of June,
but the genes are good. His father, back in North
Carolina, has started building canoes in his 80s and
it’s not difficult to imagine Ron having the same
levels of energy 25 years hence. It’s been quite a year
for 60th birthdays in the club. He joins Manuel and
Bev, to name but two other testimonies to the
benefits of running. “We’re the beginning of the
baby boomers” he explains. “We’re the ones who
were born while the war was still going on. Over the
next few years there’ll be scores turning 60.” So, there
should be plenty of good parties to look forward to.
In the meantime that’s all I have to say about this
particular baby boomer and his wife, so I'll close by
saying happy birthday, Ron, and three cheers for
Central Park.
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Spills in the Hills
High Peak Mountain Marathon 2005
by Douglas Gurr

When the blizzard struck after some 13 hours on the
go, Matthew finally summed up our feelings towards
this year’s race, “you know what guys, this really sucks!”

but, we figured, visibility should be good and the cold
should freeze the ground and stop us from sinking
into the bog.

The High Peak Mountain Marathon has been a
fixture of the adventure racing scene since 1972 with
the 31st running taking place over the weekend of
4-5 March 2005. Described as a “night navigation
challenge”, the 43-mile route passes through “some
of the most desolate, windswept and leg-tiring areas
of England”. The event is competed in teams of four
with entries limited for safety reasons to 50-60
teams. Teams leave Edale at 1-minute intervals from
11pm with 20 checkpoints to navigate before
arriving back at Edale the following day. The
challenge is partly the distance, partly the complexity
of navigating in the dark, partly the roughness of the
ground and partly the physiological stress of running
all night. The winning time is usually around 10
hours, with 12 hours good enough for a top 10
finish and the last team home in around 18 or 19
hours. A fair few teams abandon each year.

The event is (superbly) organised by the University
of Sheffield High Peak Club who summoned us to
dib our electronic start timer at 11:23pm. The race
starts with a short road jog before climbing steeply
off-road to the first check point at Hollins Cross and
up the ridge to Lose Hill. The first hour was magical,
jogging along high above the sleeping villages with
nothing visible except the head torches of other
teams spread along the route. Some idiot (probably
me) was daft enough to remark that we were clearly
in for a good warm night.

This was our third attempt. Our first effort in 2003
ended at the half-way point with a combination of
injury, breathing difficulties and mild hypothermia.
Back for another attempt in 2004 we lost Nick and
Lucy at quarter distance with a bad fall accounting for
one and illness taking out the other. The remaining
two, Matthew and I, staggered on to complete the
course, but as a part team failed to record a scoring
time. This year Matthew and I were back for another
attempt with two hot new team members: 2:42
marathoner Daniel O’Donoghue and “young gun”
Chris Philp with a top three finish in the Southern
50-mile event. Our goals were to get a full team
round and to avoid getting lost! Training was limited
to one entertaining night-time run along the North
Downs, but with the team shaping up well, we decided to target a 12-hour schedule to the half-way point
and see how we felt. After all, how hard could that be?
So it was that we found ourselves, late on Friday night
in a village hall packed with gnarly northern types all
of whom looked awfully fit and well prepared. The
forecast was a cold but clear night with quite a bit of
snow on the high ground. We were worried about
what that might mean on some of the exposed ridges

We navigated the steep, icy descent off Lose Hill
without mishap and kept moving at a steady pace
with everyone feeling good and our only concern
being to curb the enthusiasm of “young gun” Chris
who was finding the pace of a 12-hour schedule a
little pedestrian. On these races, with even the
winners averaging 15 minute miles, you’re never really
moving that fast. The key is to keep moving at all
times, run only when the ground is easy, and not get
lost! The quickest way to get into trouble is to push
too hard too early as running over rough ground in
the dark really punishes the leg muscles. With this in
mind we maintained a steady pace up Win Hill
getting there slightly ahead of schedule (1hr 22m),
overtaking quite a few teams and generally feeling
pretty pleased with ourselves.

training was limited to one
entertaining night-time run along
the North Downs
The descent off Win Hill was tough: long, very
narrow, extremely steep, covered in rocks, slippery
tree roots and (this year) icy patches of snow with a
sheer 50-foot drop off the right hand side. We got
some insight into what it takes to win this event when
the leading team caught and passed us in a headlong
(semi-) controlled fall. I still have no idea how they
stayed upright. Finally reaching the bottom – and
reassuring Daniel that there wasn’t a lot more of that
kind of stuff – we followed an easy road section for a
couple of miles before emerging under the climbing
7
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crags of Stanage Edge. This was another magical
section with twinkling lights coming down the hills
behind us, brilliant stars above our heads, and a
fabulous wide-awake feeling from the cold, clear air.
Passing the High Neb checkpoint, we got an inkling
that conditions might not be so benign after all as a
foot of snow made tricky running conditions, hiding
the many rocks, tussocks and frozen puddles. We all
took several tumbles and choice words were uttered,
but we were still making decent time and arrived at
the Moscar (quarter distance) 15 minutes ahead of
schedule (2hrs 45m) and still feeling good.
Moscar was great with piles of sandwiches, malt loaf,
fruitcake, tea and as much hot Ribena as you could
drink. A tribute to the energy and organisation of the
High Peak Club whose army of helpers manned
every checkpoint, hiking in heavy loads of tents,
radio equipment and emergency suppliers. Some of
them were out there for over 36 hours!
Leaving Moscar is a committing moment as the next
half of the race over to Snake Pass covers the hardest,
highest and most remote ground with the trickiest
navigation and only a single bail out option. Even
that involves a two- to three-hour hike to get back to
the emergency pick up point. It was now just after
2am. We knew that the four hours until daylight
would be a hard period to get through as the body
begins to crave sleep and the temperature falls. In
common with most teams we took a 10-minute
break at Moscar before cold and a returning sense of
urgency sent us scurrying on our way. We later found
out that eight teams had abandoned at Moscar.

spindrift rasped our faces, fingers
went numb in the cold
The paths we’d mostly been following petered out
now with pure map and compass work taking over.
Navigating on the move in the dark is a key skill in
adventure racing as mistakes can waste a ton of time
and are hugely demoralising. I could see our two
novices looking a bit sceptical as we abandoned a
plausible looking path to leap a barbed wire fence and
strike off into the unknown! Fortunately they trusted
us and soon afterwards we could see a trail of lights
following us up the hill. The downside was a very
steep ascent and it was around this point (some three
and an half hours into the race) that Chris began to
feel a little rough. He’d had the least sleep of all of us
during the week and the 3am dip was catching up.
The ground was difficult and the snow thickened as
we gained height. We eased the pace a fraction and
that seemed to work. We nailed the checkpoint at
Derwent Edge and then managed a swift section
along the ridge to the checkpoint at Lost Lad.
8

From Lost Lad, the route drops steeply to Sheepfold
Clough before fording a small stream and beginning
a miserable grind back up to the Derwent Ridge.
This is wild country – rough underfoot, featureless,
difficult to navigate and criss-crossed by small stream
inlets and boggy pools that require a constant climbdescend, climb-descend action to make any progress
at all. Fortunately, our navigation held up and we
made it to Sheepfold Clough with four and a half
hours on the clock. Others were not so lucky.
Looking back we could see the lights of a dozen
teams scattered all over the hillside. Several more
teams abandoned at this point with one team taking
three hours to cover a one-mile section!
Leaving Lost Lad we hit another challenge: snow
drifting two to three feet deep and covered by a layer
of breakable crust. Initially this was quite entertaining
– never knowing whether a step would leave you
perched delicately on the surface, or crashing
through to your knees to spend the next half dozen
steps desperately trying to wallow back up to the top.
Running was impossible as you simply crashed
through on every step. Ten increasingly bad tempered
minutes later, I think we’d pretty much all had
enough of that game and were getting desperate for
the snow to harden (so we could stay on the surface)
or soften (so we could wade through it) – anything
would be a relief from the awful, exhausting uncertainty
of the crust. Little did we realise that we would be
stuck with these conditions for the next 25 miles!
As Daniel later put it, the long hard slog up from
Sheepfold Clough (or “middle of no-where” in my
route notes) was the moment of realisation of what
we were in for. Chris began to flag seriously as we
slipped and staggered through the crust. With a lack
of sleep biting, he was beginning to feel quite sick
and short of energy. The mantra changed from “don’t
worry, I’ll be fine” to “is that a path there, are you
sure that isn’t a path, I think I can see a path”. “Sorry,
Chris”, we explained, “there are no paths”. My own
morale took a serious dip as I became convinced that
we would have to quit at Cut Gate. A depressing
thought as it was still pitch black, the night freezing
cold and I knew we faced a miserable two-hour slog
back down to the valley. But with a struggling team
there did not seem to be any way we could commit
to 10 more miles to Snake Pass.
After what felt like an eternity, we crested the ridge
and were rewarded with a memorable and romantic
sight. A huge quarter moon hung over the hills and
as the first tinges of dawn began cast the faintest pink
tinge over the frozen fields. It was stunningly
beautiful and with renewed energy we marched on to
Cut Gate (and half way!) in a little under six hours and
still on schedule. Chris was looking better and thoughts
of quitting were banished as we passed another team on

the final step to the checkpoint. We paused briefly to
tag the electronic timer and swept on.
The next four plus hours over Bleaklow to Snake Pass
were long, hard and painfully cold. As Wainwright
puts it (and Matthew kept reminding us!) “lives have
been lost on Bleaklow, all who enter are glad to
escape”. I remember mainly the cold and the
constant leg-crunching fight to keep going through
the snow crust. The wind got up as we left Outer
Edge, and the temperature tumbled. I have rarely
experienced conditions like it in the UK with the
checkpoint thermometer reading minus 12 and wind
chill on top. Spindrift rasped our faces, fingers went
numb in the cold and, worst of all, feet would
sometimes punch through the snow into numbing,
icy, wet bog causing a shriek of pain and loss of
feeling until the next unwelcome immersion. Even
dawn brought little respite: the day clouded over and
the temperature stayed cold, cold, cold.
Through it all we made progress over the featureless,
never-ending slog that is Bleaklow. Our few attempts
to run ending rapidly in exhausted failure. From
time to time we would meet another team: heads
down, teeth gritted. I think we were all tired, but
Chris was dead beat and performing heroics to keep
going. A memory stands out. Chris asked if he could
stop for a short rest. We stopped. Chris lay down and
in under a minute was fast asleep in the snow. Fast
asleep on an open moor with the weather closing in
and the temperature well below zero. We hauled him
to his feet with some effort and got going again. I
didn’t say anything but I knew then the race was over
for us. Another hour and a half to Snake and we could
get hot drinks and pick up a lift back to the Centre.
Disappointing not to finish, but at least we’d have
tackled the hardest sections and who knows, there
was always next year. “How’s it going?” we asked a
couple of hooded heads poking out of sleeping bags
at a remote checkpoint. “Slow”, they said, “very slow
this year”. More teams dropped out behind us. We
scrounged a hot drink and moved on.
With Snake finally in sight, Daniel and I ran on
ahead to arrange a pick-up, leaving Matthew to bring
Chris in. We pounced on the tea and made a beeline
for a pile of malt-loaf and flapjacks. Frozen. Frozen
solid. More tea then Chris and Matthew walked in.
The guys slumped down and slowly began to drink
and eat. Thirty minutes passed. Two more teams
drifted in. Nothing much had been said, when Chris
suddenly perked up, “How much further do you
think it is?” A moment of hope sparked in us. “12
miles” I told him, “shouldn’t be more than three or
four hours” I cheerfully lied. “Right then” came the
reply “let’s go!”
The sections across yet more crust to Mill Hill, up
Kinder Scout and along the ridge above Kinder

Downfall were long and slow. It felt great to be heading
home but our initial enthusiasm was gradually
tempered by the realisation of just how long it was
going to take to cover the remaining miles. None of
us really doubted we would make it now but I think
we all went through a stage of just wishing it was
over. The sky clouded in, the wind picked up and it
stayed cold. A few initial flakes of snow gradually
turned into a howling blizzard, stinging our faces and
freezing our hands. Finally Edale Cross – half way on
this last section, Matthew’s heartfelt outburst and the
last bail out option before home. Just six miles to go
but too much for another two teams who called it a
day at this point. We grabbed a cup of hot chocolate
for Chris and kept going.
Daniel was looking great; I felt ok; Chris looked like
a zombie, and Matthew claimed he was now too
tired to see straight so I walked on ahead to give the
others a target. With the wind on our backs, Daniel
was in fantastic form and amazingly Chris began to
find a second, or fourth or fifth wind and picked up
the pace. In what felt like no time we crested the final
ridge and turned back towards Edale with just three
miles to go. But the race wasn’t quite done with us
yet. The wind (later claimed to be 100mph)
screamed into our faces carrying biting snow and ice.
“My personal Shackleton moment” as Daniel put it.
I held my hand across my face for protection, got my
head down and tried to force the pace as fast as we
could to get off the ridge. Our heads were down now,
able to think of nothing except the pain in our hands
and faces and the urgent need to find shelter. Finally
we crested the ridge, greeted the two frozen students
manning the penultimate checkpoint and headed
down towards Mam Tor.
A pleasant surprise at Mam Tor to be met by
Natashia – Chris’ girlfriend – who’d waited hours for
us to appear. Chris visibly perked up and with the
end finally in sight and with the snow at last thinning
we managed to break into a run to cover the last half
hour past Hollins Cross and back down to Edale to
dib the finish timer on 15 hours and 23 minutes.
Fast it wasn’t, but we made it!
The High Peak is an incredibly satisfying race to
complete, however slow the time. 2005 turned out to
be one of the toughest in recent years with only 25 of
the 55 teams completing the course. Our plodding
15 hrs 23 minutes put us in 18th place, nearly five
hours down on the winners who completed the event
in an impressive 10 hours 26 minutes. Personally, I
was thrilled to finally get a full team home. Matthew
and Daniel (after 24 hours of “never again”) seem
pretty fired up by the question of how fast we could
go with proper preparation. Chris expressed himself
as “very pleased to have done it”. Recruitment for
next year has begun ……
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Richard Stannard
talks to Leila Hudson

Q: You are one of fastest swimmers in world triathlon
and eight times lead swimmer at the London tri.
Does this help in a race situation?
A: Yes it does – it puts you in a strong position from
the start, it gets you right up there. However,
you can’t win it in the swim but you can lose if
your swim is not strong.

Photo by Nigel Farrow

Q: The British triathlon team at Athens performed
relatively weakly; what happened?
A: I’m not sure exactly but my feeling is that the
athletes underestimated the preparation required
for that course. I think they underestimated how
tough it would be on the bike. But also there was
some bad luck with a bike crash for one of our
guys, which unfortunately happens in this sport,
but you just have to take that as part of the
excitement of doing the sport.
Q: You were in the running to go to Athens - what
happened?
A: I just was not quick enough at the world
champs. I just didn’t have a quick enough run on
the day to qualify.
Q: Since Athens funding has been slashed from many
sports due to their performances at Athens. What
has been the impact for you?
A: Well I am no longer funded by the lottery, so I
now have to rely on my sponsors for support.
Q: Who are your sponsors?
A: Ultralife are my main sponsor and ORCA
clothing.

Richard Stannard, one of Britain’s leading triathletes;
aquathlon world champion 2004; and one of the fastest
triathlon swimmers in the world takes time out from his
hectic training and racing schedule to chat with Leila
Hudson – keen runner and novice to the sport of
triathlon, but someone who has gone slightly overboard
on the acquiring of all the gear…
Q: So how long have you been in triathlon?
A: I took up triathlon in March 1997.
Q: What did you do before?
A: Well I started swimming at the age of eight,
knew straight away I wanted to be a professional
athlete and enjoyed swimming; my strongest
strokes were front and back crawl.
Q: Why didn’t you stay in swimming?
A: I wanted to make a living out of my sport and
at the time there was no lottery funding or
any form of professional racing within the
swimming world.
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Q: So why the change to triathlon?
A: I was always being told that I should have a
go as I could swim and run, and I remember
watching a race in 1995 and just thought “well
maybe I could give it a go and see what
happens”. Added to the fact that I was better
suited to endurance sports, it made sense at the
time to give it a go.
Q: Four years after taking up the sport you became
British champion which is quite an achievement.
What did you put this down to?
A: Basically some very hard training.
Q: Since then you have won a bronze in 2003 and
again in 2004. Why not gold again?
A: It’s not like I haven’t been trying! The sport has
got so much bigger now; there is much tougher
competition at the top. Races are won and lost
over seconds now not minutes.

Q: It seems a bit crazy to take funding away from
these sports. How are they supposed to improve
performances with a much smaller budget?
A: Well, from a personal point of view yes, it’s hard
and does have a massive impact on performances.
I do think it is important, however, that the
money is spent better on the actual athletes
themselves as apposed to administration costs.
There is no one in a position to oversee the way
performance directors use the funds.
Q: Where do you feel you are at now with regard to
your own performance compared to this time last
year?
A: Well right now not so well! I am recovering from
a chest infection and also have a niggling injury
– so currently not that good. But I am now
running faster which is pleasing, with the help of
the Last Friday 5k and the Greenwich hill
sprints, which I have attended this year.

Q: What are your aims for this year?
A: I want to regain my world aquathlon title which
I won last year and finish in the top 15 at the
world triathlon championships. Also I am aiming
to try and compete in four different world
champs this year: triathlon; aquathlon (run,
swim, run); Xterra (swim, mountain bike, run);
and biathle (shortened version of aquathlon).
Q: So what is a normal week for Richard Stannard?
A: I basically do three sessions a day, six days a
week, and then one session on Sunday.
Q: So you never give yourself a day off?
A: Yes, when travelling to races and travelling back
from races.
Q: Surely even the top Olympic champions take a day
off training every few weeks?
A: Yes, but we race so often throughout the year I
can’t afford to take any more days off.
Q: How long does your season last?
A: You can race 12 months of the year but generally
racing is from March to November.
Q: So December through to March you are simply
non-stop training?
A: Yes, training and bit of resting and relaxing. I
spend so much time abroad it’s nice to catch
with my family and friends. I also manage the
odd glass of champagne or a pint!
Q: How would you describe your toughest training
day?
A: Well I train in weekly cycles and tend to alternate
run days and swim/bike days, so a run day will
consist of a morning run of about 30 to 40mins
easy pace, followed by a main run set at
lunchtime, which could be up to 20k, of which
10k will be at race pace or above. Then I do a
short swim in the afternoon, followed by my
third easy jog in the evening. On a hard swim/
bike day it could be a 6k swim followed by a
three-hour bike ride, and then an easy pace 50
min run, but I would build up to these hard days.
Q: How are you going to close the gap on the likes of
Tim Don, Bevan Docherty, and Hamish Carter
(Olympic champion)?
A: They have all been in the sport longer than I
have and in an endurance sport this counts for a
lot, but I am getting closer. I actually beat Bevan
in the first world cup of the year in Hawaii. Four
years ago I was three minutes behind Tim in the
run and now I’m probably about one minute
behind, so I am closing the gap, but I have three
and a half years to get them.
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Everything You Ever Wanted to Know
About Triathlon but Were Afraid to Ask
by Neil Melville
Q: Are you talking about the next Olympics?
A: Yes, I aim to be at Beijing for the 2008
Olympics, that’s my goal.
Q: For all of us out there who are new to this sport,
what tips can you give us?
A: First and foremost is to train consistently, little
and often. Doing one long session one day then
nothing for the next week will be of little benefit, but training consistently will show results.
Q: Many people fear triathlon because of the swim.
How can they overcome this?
A: Try and swim as much as possible during the
summer in open water, but make sure you check
that any ponds or lakes are safe for this. It is certainly important to try and swim in open water
before your first race as it is so different to swimming in a pool. Also make sure you get the experience of swimming in a wetsuit. I actually take
open water swim sessions in the summer,
depending on my racing schedule.

Q: What are your races planned for the rest of this
year?
A: Well I’m taking part in the Blenheim triathlon
and also London, along with a few world championships. My schedule can be seen at
www.richardstannard.com.
Q: Any last words of wisdom?
A: It’s a great sport and if people are looking for a
new challenge then grab a bike and a swimming
costume and give it a go – once you start you’ll
be hooked.
Richard Stannard offers open water swimming sessions
throughout the summer. For those interested, please go to
his website (www.richardstannard.com) where you can
also view Richard’s full racing diary.

Club Championships
Marathon Claims
Many of you will already have run a spring
marathon, but there are still plenty of marathons
coming up, and with over 2,100 members now, there
are bound to be Serpies competing in many of them.
Results for marathons with a large Serpie turnout
will be loaded onto our Results database, but for
smaller events you will need to add your result yourself. Once you are logged in, you need to use the
drop down menus on the database to choose your
marathon and date, and then add your time.
If your race is not listed, please email the following
details: race series, race date, distance in km, name of
organiser, address for entries and website, to
results@serpentine.org.uk so that it can be added.
For races where you were the only Serpie, a race
report, including race conditions, would be useful
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for future runners to refer to. You will receive an
email once the race has been added to the list so you
can add your time. When entering times, please
enter your official (clock/chip) time, not your watch
time, and please make sure you enter this as
HH:MM:SS.
Your marathon time counts towards the 2005
marathon club championship. You put all the effort
in training then running those 26.2 miles, so add it
to the database and make it count.

There can't be many sports where stringing together
three activities that we have taken part in since early
childhood can raise so many questions. With the 2005
tri season starting and many of you eagerly anticipating taking part in your first tri, some of the questions
which are frequently raised are answered here. Dispel
the doubts and get racing.
Q: As a member of Serpentine, am I automatically a
member of the BTA?
A: Serpentine is a BTA registered club but this does
not mean that individual Serpies are automatically
BTA members. If you want to be a BTA member,
you need to join. If you do this, as a Serpie you are
entitled to a reduction in the subscription – simply
quote the club name as SERPENTINE when joining. Remember, to race triathlons it’s not necessary
to be a member of the BTA, although joining does
bring benefits including reduced entry fees to races,
insurance and you contribute towards the sport’s
present and future development. You can join
either by phone (01509 228321), post or online.
Full details of membership and a current race calendar can be found at www.britishtriathlon.org
Q: What are good books on how to train for new triathletes?
A: Triathletes of all experience and abilities have a
copy of The Triathletes Training Bible by Joe Friel
somewhere in their book case. Somewhere in this
book there are answers to all the questions below
and many more. For web resources have a look at
Serpentine’s links page for the coaching sites
recommended by other Serpies.

Q: Should I wear my watch over or under my wetsuit?
A: You need to wear it under your wetsuit or you
won’t be able to take your wetsuit off! It is easy to
peel a wetsuit off over a watch – just make sure
you remember to start your watch or press your
split button out of the water as many waterproof
watches cease to be waterproof if you press the
buttons underwater.
Q: How do I get my wetsuit on and off quickly?
A: Getting the suit on can be assisted by putting a
small plastic bag over your hands and feet to help
them slide through. Baby oil on your arms and legs
helps the suit slide on and off without destroying
the rubber of your suit. Once on, don’t forget to
smear baby oil or KY jelly around the neck to prevent chafing. To get the suit off while racing, when
you’ve left the water and are running towards transition, locate the zip cord (if it is not attached to the
back of your suit it may have flipped round to the
front). Then pull back the Velcro flap with one
hand while pulling down the zip. Make sure it goes
fully down (lubricating it in advance can help).
Once the zip is down, pull off first one shoulder,
then the other, and then pull the suit down to the
waist. When you arrive at your transition spot, pull
the suit down to your knees and stamp on the suit
to help get it to ankle level. At this point you can
use your hands to ease the suit over your feet.

Q: How do I get my swimming cap on?
A: Many races give you a new cap to colour code the
swim waves. Minimise the discomfort by stretching
the cap in advance and wetting your hair to help get
it on. Once you start you won’t even notice!

Q: Where can I do wetsuit swim practice?
A: A number of the lidos (outdoor pools) allow
wetsuit swimming – Tooting Bec and Hampstead
Heath are 93m and 60m long respectively and are
about the best swimming you can do in the city.
Hampstead Heath ponds are a little reluctant to
allow swimming training to disrupt recreational
swimmers but the life guards are happy for you to
train when it is quiet.

Q: Are mask style goggles better than normal swimming
goggles?
A: The mask goggles have two advantages: less restricted
vision and greater comfort. The former is of value
particularly in a sea swim and the latter especially useful
for an Ironman distance. In any race you will see the
majority of competitors wearing goggles. For either, you
might like to consider clear or yellow lenses as stronger
tints make it harder to see through murky water.

Q: Should I wear socks on the run?
A: Putting on socks definitely costs you time, but
will you get blisters without them? Putting talcum
powder in your shoes can help as can a smear of
Vaseline on the soles of your feet and the top of
your toes, and doing this will be quicker than putting on socks. If you change shoes between bike
and run, it is better to put your socks on after the
bike when your feet will have dried.
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When you attach your number to the belt, make
sure you don’t cut or fold the number. It helps to
make your number more visible and rigid if you
pin your two numbers back to back and then
attaching them. During the race, your number
should be to the back during the bike, then to the
front when leaving T2 and on the run. Do be
careful here, as forgetting to move your number
from back to front can result in you being
penalised for not displaying your number. You
should also be ready to shout your number out to
race officials.
Q: How much should I drink and when should I eat
during the race?
A: This is such a personal thing that any advice can
only be general. Above all, find out what works
for you in advance, make your plan and stick to it.
Once you are racing it’s easy to forget to drink and
eat, but in a couple of hours of racing, possibly
having sweated in a wetsuit, you definitely need to
drink. On the bike you have plenty of time to
drink and eat, so make sure you use it.

Q: Can I wear contact lenses?
A: Yes, but you need to make sure your goggles fit
well and wear cycling glasses to prevent them
drying out on the bike. A mistake that people
make is assuming that goggles last forever, in
reality they will have a lifetime of a year before the
seals become less flexible, comfortable and leak
proof. If your goggles leak or are knocked off
during the swim you should swim out to the side
before adjusting or you may find you are hit from
behind.
Q: How hard should you give of your max on the first
two events? How much energy should be saved for
the run?
A: Because different muscle groups are used for the
three events, you can afford to race each part
harder than if the whole race was any single
discipline, however an accurate answer to this
question depends on how well trained you are and
how you define “of your max”. The majority of
your standard distance race will be hovering
around your lactate threshold, so knock a couple
of beats off the average heart rate you have when
racing a 10k and that should be about right.
However, it’s only really by testing that you will
know what the corresponding heart rate for this is
for each of the disciplines.
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You may find that you can afford to go flat out on
the bike as long as it’s not too hilly and ease up
slightly towards the end to bring your heart rate
down before starting the run. This is what tri racing is all about – by all means get scientific about
it but there is no substitute for experience and
mental preparation.
Q: Should I wear my race number in the water?
A: Race numbers are waterproof so there is no reason
why you shouldn’t pin them to your clothing
under your wetsuit. In a pool swim you won’t
want the additional drag though and it would be
better to pull on a vest or race belt after the swim.
Your choice also depends on whether you intend
to put on additional clothes in T1 which might
obscure your number.
Q: How and why do I use a race belt?
A: A race belt is a piece of elastic with attachments for
your race number. It gives you the advantage of
being able to position your number where you want
it: aerodynamically on your back during the bike
and below tri suit zips for ventilation on the run. If
you put on additional clothing after a pool swim or
on a cold day; a race belt makes it easy to make sure
your number is still on top of your new layers. It’s
also useful if the clothing you use (eg a crop top) is
not ideal for pinning a number to. The way it’s used
is often at odds with organisers’ instructions about
pinning numbers at all corners front and back, but
race belts are allowed at most races.

Q: How do I avoid chafing when cycling and running
in wet kit?
A: You can’t use Vaseline because petroleum-based
lubricants will rot your wetsuit or the rubber grips
on the legs of your cycling shorts: KY jelly or baby
oil are better alternatives. A blob of lubricant
under the saddle of your bike makes a good emergency supply. On nipples you can use micropore
tape (available from chemists) which will not
come off in the water. Don’t forget that you can
get chafing around the neck of your wetsuit.
Q: What sun block can I use that won’t damage my
wetsuit?
A: ‘Ironman’ sun block comes in factor 44, is waterproof, sweatproof and lasts eight hours. You can
buy it from Tri-UK.
Q: Should I wear sunglasses on the bike or is that timewasting?
A: There’s no reason why putting on glasses should
cost you any more than one or two seconds and in
fact wearing them may save you time. They can
stop insects getting in your eyes, avoid your
contact lenses drying out, and if you’re not squinting, you can keep your face, and therefore your
whole body, more relaxed.
If you are going to wear sunglasses, remember to
place them opened and ready to put on beside or
inside your helmet at transition.
Q: If I get a puncture do I fix it myself?
A: Yes, you are not allowed outside assistance. Some
people give up if they get a puncture, but you can

replace an inner tube within a couple of minutes
with practice. You can relish the rest and tell yourself how strong you will be when you set off again!
You can carry a spare tube, tyre levers and a compressed gas pump taped to your seat post. It’s a
good idea to prepare the tube by removing caps
and rings to save fumbling in the heat of the
moment. If using a gas pump, one gas canister is
exactly what you need to inflate the tyre to full
pressure, so don’t hold back. Remember to check
the tyre for glass/thorns before replacing it. Also,
always, always check your tyres for embedded
glass before starting your race and have a penknife
on hand to remove it if you find it.
Q: How do I set up my bike for optimum racing position?
A: This is a huge topic with a range of answers as
individual as you are. For starters, can you bend
your body into the ‘ideal’ and hold it there for
40k? The one universal piece of advice is don't try
anything new on race day.
A tri-specific bike set-up will position you well
over the bottom bracket in order to push you into
an aerodynamic position on your aerobars and to
put your body in a position where the use of your
legs resembles that of the run; pushing vertically
downward from the hip. The maximum power
you can transfer to your pedals is supposed to be
greater because it is similar to standing out of the
saddle. This is obviously very extreme if you never
train in this position, both from the point of view
of comfort and to allow you smooth pedalling.
There is a further school of thought that dictates
that the more reclined position used by road
racers offers a more efficient transfer of power.
You will find the elite divided on how extreme the
position they adopt is. Generally though, you are
looking to hold a flat back position for 40k without hunching over the bars and without getting
back ache. Holding this position needs both onand off-the-bike training. To avoid back ache,
make sure the pelvis is tilted forward – angling the
saddle very slightly downward may help you do
this. An aero position may well bring you forward
on the bike, so you may also want to slide the
saddle slightly forward on its rails. This movement
may also require you to raise the saddle height so
that the leg at its most fully extended still has a
slight bend. Your reach can be controlled by both
the extension of your tri bars and by the length of
your stem. Your elbows on the tri bars should be
just in front of your shoulders in the vertical
plane.
You’ll find the answers to more questions and much more
useful information in the Tri pages on the Serpie website.
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Preparing for a Better Half

feeling of disappointment that my time of two and a
half hours, and my standing as the last Serpie, was
not representative of what I could achieve.

by Daryl Nilbett

Plan for disasters
Next up was the Reading half marathon in February;
a high attendance event and one of the last major
races for London marathon competitors. This was a
great chance to learn from the errors at Watford: plan
the night before, plan the route to the course and
think about my race needs. We woke early on race
day and the morning went by relatively smoothly. I
still forgot my jelly babies and heart rate monitor,
but as I boarded the train, I felt confident that I
would perform better than my disappointing effort
in Watford.

When you’re stranded in the West Herts college men’s
toilets, halfway into your running kit, and through an
open window you can hear the excited shouting of
competitors at the start of a race you are supposed to
be running, hindsight can be demoralising. This was
where I found myself, as the horn blew for the
Watford half marathon, hopping on one foot with my
leg caught in my tracksuit pants, thinking about the
cause of this missed opportunity. It was at that
moment, and over my following three half marathons,
that I learnt how fundamental the basic principles of
race preparation were to my performance.
It was with trepidation that I had signed up for the
Watford half, with my girlfriend, Kathy, encouraging
me. I didn’t consider myself a great runner and I hadn’t
competed for a year, however, Kathy and I had run
together before and remembered the great times we’d
had, especially the anticipation at the starting line. So,
despite my fears, I entered the Watford half…..and the
Reading half….and the Paddock Wood half (Kathy had
been very encouraging). My calendar was now full with
three long distance runs. No sweat, I thought with false
bravado, I’ll throw in a few training sessions, turn up on
the day and give it a red hot go. I soon realised it wasn’t
going to be that simple.

per this expensive piece of equipment,
I was clinically dead
Prepare yourself the night before
The day of the Watford half marathon in January
was full of unnecessary anxiety and stress. We
allowed ourselves an hour to get ready, which was
ambitious given the state of panic that usually
accompanies race day. That morning, we ate our
breakfast, dressed in our running gear, looked for
safety pins, race numbers and directions to the course
and packed our bags with race necessities – all the
time knowing we were running late. This stressful 60
minutes could have been avoided by preparing the
night before, instead of watching the Top 100 StuckUp Film Stars with Jonathan Ross.
Getting there is less than half the fun
The London underground is a wondrous catacomb
filled with hidden surprises. This was never more
evident than when we arrived at Barons Court
station. We knew of the engineering works planned
for the District and Circle lines and had mapped an
alternative route to the race. This fell apart when we
were advised of additional unplanned engineering
works. There were 40 minutes left before the race
and we were stuck. Our panic metre went from
orange to bright red and was only simmered down
from boiling by a kind staff member who advised us
on the best way to get to Watford. A silent tube ride,
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a further delayed train and a fretful taxi ride later, I
was in the men’s toilets of West Herts college,
scampering to put my running gear on. That’s when
I heard the air-horn blow and realised that we were
too late and that it was entirely our own fault.
Only with the helping hand of the Watford Harriers
Athletics Club were we able to take any part at all.
Even so, we had to sprint to the starting line from the
college – not the perfect method for pre-race
stretching. As we turned into Cassiobury Park, the
start and finish line for the half marathon, thankfully
we could see spectators and officials surrounding a
crowd of runners under a colourful banner. We
lengthened our stride, broke into the group and
found ourselves running amongst excited boys and
girls competing in the Junior Challenge. It was a
scene that at least brought a smile to our faces,
despite our situation. Leaving them behind, we were
faced with an empty road, but with the aid of race
marshals, we were able to find the back of the
running pack. Finally, we could now focus on
running the half marathon.
Don’t forget your toothbrush
Every runner has their own rituals and specific items
that they use to deal with the physical and mental
strain of a long run. It was comical how, in a succession
of events, my lack of preparation in this regard
became evident. At the first mile, I turned to my
watch to check my heart rate and noticed that the
heart icon was not flashing and that, per this very
expensive piece of equipment, I was clinically dead. I
frantically checked my chest, searching for the
reassuring thump and discovered that I had forgotten
to wear my heart rate monitor. Next in a long list of
spirit-crushing discoveries was the absence of my
packet of jelly babies. I find jelly babies are both
good for energy and help keep your mind off the
strenuous task of running for two hours. Alas, I
didn’t have them with me. Around the third mile,
after experiencing some of Watford’s understated
“undulating” hills, my knee began to hurt (a
common ailment of mine) and as I bent down to rub
it, I found that I was not wearing my knee brace. It
was left on the kitchen table, forgotten in the
morning madness. Without these necessary race
accessories, it was going to be a hard run.
It was with little surprise, but great disappointment,
that, after eight miles, I had to stop. My knee was in
great pain, my mind was struggling with the prospect
of running another five miles and my heart rate
monitor had administered the last rites. It was with
shame that I walked the remainder of the race. I still
felt happy as I entered the park, breaking into a
crippled trot and seeing Kathy beside the finish line
cheering me on. However, I couldn’t shake the

The train pulled into Reading about an hour before
the race – plenty of time to board the shuttle buses
that would take us to the South Reading Leisure
Centre where the race would begin. As we exited
Reading station, our jaws dropped. The queue for
the shuttle buses was almost 13.1 miles long. It
stretched out in front of the Apex Plaza, snaked
down a service road and back up towards the shuttle
buses. After the initial panic, we found solace in the
swift movement of the line and the extra time we had
allowed before the race. This was much better than
being stuck in the Watford toilets. However, with 10
minutes to go, the bus service had stopped and the
remaining people in the queue were stranded. We
were informed that the race would not start until our
arrival and when the emergency buses appeared, the
crowd cheered. As soon as the bus dropped us off,
500 metres from the starting line, we could hear the
sound of runners and spectators cheering as the
starting horn blew. As we rushed to drop off our
bags, we cursed the organisers of the race for not
arranging more buses. Upon reflection, we knew we
would have started the half marathon with everybody
else if we had planned for every contingency.
Don’t miss your train-ing
After about the five-mile mark of the Reading half,
Kathy and I were running at a good pace, feeling
better than Watford and enjoying the day. My knee
was protected by its brace and hence wasn’t hurting,
and we had just survived a short but steep hill that felt
like climbing Mount Everest. The conditions were
ideal for the race; cool and overcast and the crowds
had come out to cheer the competitors on. Running
past the eight-mile mark was a memorable moment
and something that I had as my goal since having to
start walking at this point in Watford. Unfortunately,
the wheels fell off after nine miles as I entered Rose
Kiln Lane, a road which stretched off into the horizon. The comfortable run I had been enjoying one
mile ago had quickly turned into something akin to
torture. My joints were screaming and my mind was
toying with the idea of stopping. Even though I had
improved my preparation for the race, I had neglected
one of the major requirements for a successful long
distance run – training. Two gym sessions before the
race was not the ideal preparation. As I pulled up, I

knew that I had performed no better than Watford. I
cut a lonely figure as I walked around Green Park,
with its non-descript buildings and exposure to the
strong wind. I felt very sheepish as I broke into a run
and entered Madejski Stadium for the grand finale
with hundreds of people cheering from the stands. It
felt great to have finished, but with a more structured
training regime, I knew I could have performed better.

I entered the park,
breaking into a crippled trot
Bringing it all together on the day
Fast forward one month to the Paddock Wood half
marathon, amongst the leafy surroundings of Kent.
1,500 runners were surprised by the hot April sun as
they made their way along quiet roads and through
picturesque fields. Many runners dropped out as the
oppressive conditions took their toll. The weather
brought out the crowds – thousands of locals lining
the streets, offering their encouragement. I turned
into Eldon Way, the final stretch, and noticed the
build up of people on the side of the road. A cheer
went up – not for me, but I didn’t mind; I was
looking out for Kathy, who had finished before me.
With the end in sight, I broke into full stride, eyes
gleaming with emotion, heart rate monitor blinking
furiously on my wrist, and the final jelly baby filling
my mouth with sweetness. This was it. I was 200
metres away from completing a half marathon.
The day had been perfectly planned. The previous
night had been dedicated to preparing our running
gear and double checking the travel arrangements. I
had been unsure about my readiness for Paddock
Wood, despite an improved training regime. That
morning my confidence wavered, but the sky was a
brilliant blue and the sun was warm on my face, so I
couldn’t help but feel positive. We arrived one hour
before the race, and this time there were no shuttle
buses to cause us grief; just a leisurely walk to the race
area. We had placed our bags in the British Car
Auctions building, made our relief stops and done a
great deal of stretching well before the race was set to
commence. This time, we joined all of the other
competitors in counting down the last few seconds.
Kathy and I still had pre-race jitters, but we knew
that being at the start line in good time and part of
the pre-race buzz was an achievement in itself.
So here I was; 200 metres from the finish line and
feeling terrific. I was tired and everything hurt, but I
knew that I could finish the run with great pride. I saw
Kathy in the crowd, waving and encouraging me and
I began to cry. I didn’t realise how much completing a
half marathon had meant to me. I crossed the line
with watery eyes and a great big smile on my face. I
had cut 18 minutes off my time in Watford and,
more importantly, I had run the entire way without
giving in. I felt a great sense of achievement, all due
to proper preparation and a learning few lessons
along the way. I knew I could now look forward to
an even better half next time.
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Why Do They Do It?
by Jeni Vlahovic and Nadya Labib

On 2 July, the club’s AGM (Annual General Meeting)
will take place. One of the key parts of the AGM is to
elect new members to the committee (see article on
page 20 with details on AGM proceedings).
You may be thinking about joining the committee or
perhaps getting ready to come forward in another
year or two. Or you may be looking to volunteer with
the club on a smaller scale, working on one of the
sub-committees or helping out at an upcoming event.
Whatever your interest is in getting more involved
with the club, there are a variety of ways to help out
that also result in you taking a bit back yourself.
Here, three current committee members give some
insight into what it’s like to be responsible for running
the club, and help us understand why they do it.
Lars Menken – Internal Events
Lars joined the club in 2002 to train with other runners for the Flora London Marathon (FLM). Now
just over two and a half years later, he is mid-way
through his two-year term on the committee as the
Internal Events person.
Q: Why did you join the Committee?
A: Because other members talked me into it…they
said that the club really needed me – a person who
is enthusiastic and willing to take up the challenge.
Q: How has it been?
A: My first race was the 1k and I was really worried
that it wouldn’t come out okay, but it all worked
on the day. In fact, you’re always worried that it
won’t go the way you want it to, but then when it’s
finished you have a big relief. It’s really good to
have Malcolm [French] there as a resource. He
knows everything.
Q: What do you see for the year ahead?
A: I’m expecting to manage the same races but perhaps
adding to the open road race list in 2006. We
already have the 5k and the 10k and are thinking
of branching into a new distance. Perhaps even a
club half marathon. I am looking forward to developing a new event. We also need to develop road
race officials within the club. But the governing
bodies are looking to change the standards and so
this plan is on hold at the moment.
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Ian Hodge – External events
Ian is currently the longest-standing committee
member. First elected as joint Men’s Captain for the
2002/03 season, Ian will be completing his two-year
term as External Events person this year.
Q: Why did you join the Committee?
A: Ros [former Chair] persuaded me! But I like
organising stuff and people so I reckoned I’d be
quite good at the team stuff.
Q: How has it been?
A: The highlights are definitely the team successes,
especially last year at Welsh Castles when our
ladies team came first, and by 40 minutes. Not
just because the ladies did well, but because it had
been Ros’ goal for years to win Welsh castles.
Finally in her last year as Chair, I helped bring
together a team that could make that happen for
her. She was really moved. It was just excellent.
Sometimes the committee meetings can be a bit long.
But they are only every six weeks or so, so it’s not so
bad. Some of the race organising does take a fair bit
of time but you can put in as much or as little as you
like. I’ve learned to spread the work around and get a
lot of really great people involved and helping out.
Q: What do you see for the year ahead?
A: Better communications about upcoming events to
get the wider membership involved. We need more
‘buzz’ and excitement. Of course there needs to be
a balance for accommodating everyone, but I don’t
think we need to worry about that quite yet.
Justin Lock – Facilities and Kit
Like Lars, Justin is mid-way through his two-year
term on the committee. Justin joined the club just
over three years ago after some track colleagues talked
him into it over a few beers… who’d have thought?

woolly hats, in addition to our running and tri
kit. And I’ve finally managed to get a Facilities
Task Force together to look at future accommodation. Some of the day-to-day housekeeping
tasks take up time and I’m not able to look at the
big picture issues, like future accommodation, as
much as I’d like to.
Q: What do you see for the year ahead?
A: Kit is going to be sensational this year. We are
looking at quite an expanded range of items. The
biggest challenge of course will be trying to find
some type of permanent home or club house in
central London! We’re looking at all the options.
If you are interested in volunteering or standing for the
committee, please contact Nadya Labib, interim committee member for Volunteering. Unlike many ‘traditional’ UK running clubs, Serpentine is a very diverse
club, with around 43% of our membership female and
around 24% of members from outside the UK. It
would be particularly good to continue to reflect the
diversity of the club in the make-up of the committee.

Thinking of getting involved?
If you’re interested at all, do come forward and let us
know
• Come and talk to or email any of us on the committee
to find out more
• You can really make things happen
• You can feel like you’re part of something
• There are some challenges in being on the committee, but the successes far outweigh these
There are many areas of club operations where additional assistance would be gratefully accepted, most
of which would not require a long-term commitment on
your part, are not time-consuming, or can be done in
your own time. Do get in touch with Nadya if you’d like
to know more. She can help match your skills with an
appropriate project.

Interviews with Occasional Serpies
by Ian Loriggio
Those 1,500 who no one ever sees, don’t run, cycle or help out in anyway whatsoever
In this issue, it’s the US Secretary of State, Ms
Condaleeza Rice.
If 2004 was the year of Nadya, then 2005 is certainly being favourable to Condaleeza Rice. For starters
she won the election with George. She’s now
Secretary of State, was even feted by the French for
her classy dress sense, and, to cap it all, set a PB in the
handicap. It doesn’t get much better than this!

Q: Why did you join the committee?
A: Because I had some strong views on how our kit
and facilities could be developed. I was really
interested in getting extra kit, like jackets (which
we got). And I really wanted to look into future
accommodation for the club.

Condy has been a Serpie for eight years. She finds
running a relaxing time to think and unwind. She
wanted to get away from Washington for a while and
has been staying at my place for a few days. We have
become great friends.

Q: How has it been?
A: I suppose I do feel like we’ve got quite a few things
done with both our kit and our facilities. Thanks
to our kit ‘mistresses’ Lynne [Maughan] and Jenny
[Gowans] we have these jackets, cycling kit and

This morning we woke at 5.30am and went jogging
around Regents Park. We did laps of the duck pond,
and on each lap Condy would wave and shout a
greeting to the ducks in a different language. The first
lap was Russian; the second lap, Spanish; and the
third lap was Vietnamese. I lost count after that.

We showered (separately, we are just friends) and
then had a light breakfast. After that, we settled down
in front of the piano. Condy tinkled the ivories and I
sang. We did some Rachmaninov and Schubert, then
some showtunes. She loves it when I sing “Send in
the Clowns”. Sometimes Yo-Yo Ma has joined us on
cello, but he’s on tour at the moment.
We had a quick lunch and then watched the football.
She's a massive Arsenal fan and won't hear a bad
word about Thierry Henry. “How can people say he’s
not a big game player? The amount of vital goals he’s
scored for the Gunners. I remember a Champions
League game a couple of seasons ago when Arsenal
needed to score and he had a fantastic header – and
he's supposed to be useless with his head.” I nodded
and smiled; she speaks my language.
It was a nice day. I wish I could see Condy more
often. She is a very handsome lady and will make
some lucky man a great wife one day (hint, hint
Serpie males).
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Serpentine RC AGM 2005
I hope you have all seen the official notice of the
Serpentine Running Club Annual General Meeting
by now. The AGM will be held on Saturday 2 July at
11.00 (after the handicap) at the Victory Services
Club, 63/79 Seymour Street, London W2 2HF.
The AGM is your chance to hold the committee
accountable; to debate how the club should be
run; and to elect the new committee. All three
officer positions and six committee positions are
up for election. You may want to stand for the
committee yourself, in which case you need to

get your nomination to me by 18 June. We
expect to bring forward some suggestions for
rule changes, including one to address peoples’
concerns over charitable donations.
After the meeting, the bar will be open until 2pm, so
we can continue the discussions over a beer or two. I
hope to see you there – don’t forget to bring your
membership card as only fully paid-up members can
take part.
David Knight

Key dates
• 18 June – deadline to submit nominations for election to the committee
• 2 July – AGM

Serpie Success Stories
With a membership of over 2,000 it’s no great
surprise that Serpies take part in so many events
all over the world, and it’s great to know that
you’re being successful at many of those events.
There are far too many success stories to list all
of them here, but here are a few people to
congratulate.
The Coombe Hill 5 mile saw many Serpie successes. Barbara Yff was 1st woman with Emma
Calderbank 2nd. Anthony Stranger-Jones was
1st M60 (and 25th man overall); Karen
Hancock was 1st W45-54 (and 6th woman
overall). The teams of Andy Reeves (4th man),
Simon Barrett (5th man) and Andrew Davies
(6th man); and Barbara Yff, Emma Calderbank
and Karen Hancock won the team prizes.
Ben Paviour placed second in the Surrey County
Championships 1,500 metres.
The 2005 Finchley 20 included the Middlesex
County 20 mile championship and Serpies won
three medals: Jamie Felix is the County
Champion, Lynne Plumbley took bronze and
Simon Barrett also took bronze.
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In the 2004 rankings of British veteran athletes,
Sue Lambert was ranked 1st W60 for the
marathon and 2nd W60 for 20 miles; and Dave
McGregor was ranked 1st V45 for the marathon
and for 20 miles.
Lucy Dove was the 2nd female to finish in the
1st of the Thames Turbo 2005 series, and moved
up to 1st in the 2nd race. In 1st event, Rachel
Woods finished 2nd and Hilary Walker 3rd in
their age group. In the 2nd event, Claire Woods
finished 3rd and Hilary Walker 2nd in their
respective age groups.
Jenny Gowans finished 2nd in the New Zealand
Olympic distance national championships (4th
overall) in 2 hrs 21 mins 8 secs, which earns her
a spot on the Kiwi team for the World
Championships in Hawaii.
Laurence Harding came third in his age group at
the St. Croix half Ironman, 24th overall.
Laurence posted the fastest age group bike split
of the day and in doing so, qualified for the
World Ironman Championships in Hawaii.

Core Stability Classes for
Serpentine Runners and Triathletes
Often when runners and triathletes are planning for
the next running season, a 10k PB, their first
olympic distance triathlon or even Ironman, they
fear the risk of injury related to the increasing
mileage and training intensity. The Serpentine
Running Club, in conjunction with Paul Martin
from Physioworks and Sarah Lawson from Physio
Remedies, is organising core stability training classes
specifically geared towards runners and triathletes to
help alleviate or prevent injury.
What is Core Stability?
Core stability is the training of the abdominal muscles to support the spine. The abdominal muscles
comprise the sit-up muscle – rectus abdominus – at
the front, and the three muscles that wrap around the
sides: the internal and external obliques and the
transversus abdominus. Recent research from
Queensland suggests that the deepest layer of these,
the transversus abdominus, is one of the most important providers of support to the lower back. The
dynamic relationship between the control of the
lower back area by this stability muscle and other
muscles that move the limbs is a fundamental part of
the core stability concept.
Core stability is important as it provides a protective
muscular corset, reducing excessive movement of the
easily damaged joints, discs and neural structures. It
helps prevent lower back and limb pain caused by the
placement of the spine into extreme positions.
We will run beginners and intermediate classes
throughout the year at very attractive prices offering
excellent value for money to Serpentine members.
Beginners classes are for a maximum of 10 participants. These classes will help you to better understand
what core stability is and where the deep stabilising
muscles are. You will learn how core stability relates to
the biomechanics and how you can train to increase
your core strength. You will find out your own biomechanical imbalances and be able to work through
exercises and strength training to correct your biomechanics and attain balance, and therefore prevent and
alleviate injury.
The classes will give lots of individual attention to
each participant’s own issues and you will be given a
set of exercises that you can work with on your own
after the classes have finished. There is no background in core stability expected.
Content of each session:
We are aiming for 30 minutes of theory and 30 minutes of practical exercises per session. This will vary
according to the needs of the participants.

Week 1: Introduction to core control – what is it,
why is it important, how do we manage it?
Introduction to exercises.
Week 2: Further theories of core control and posture.
Review and progression of exercises.
Week 3: Training theories and muscle response.
Progression of exercises.
Week 4: Away from the core – gluts and knees.
Exercises for gluts and knees.
Week 5: Neck and shoulders – control. Exercises for
neck and shoulders.
Week 6: Integration of areas. Exercises and light drills.
Intermediate classes are for a maximum of eight
participants. These classes will combine theoretical
knowledge about core stability with exercises for
specific areas of the body. The first half of the sessions
will specifically cover biomechanics and injury
prevention. The second half of the sessions will be a
circuit exercise class of increasing intensity, introducing
some small equipment.
Anyone with previous Pilates experience and not
carrying an injury is welcome to participate at this
intermediate class. The class will be highly personalised
with a small number of participants.
Paul Martin MSc MMACP MCSP SRP
Paul qualified as a physiotherapist in 1997 from Brunel
University. After working at Charing Cross Hospital and
the Police Rehabilitation Centre, he completed an MSc in
neuro-musculoskeletal rehabilitation and sport from
University College London in 2002. Since then Paul has
been working in private practice in central London. He is
now working for the English Institute of Sport at St Mary’s
College, Twickenham (High Performance Centre for distance runners) and at Physioworks Physiotherapy & Pilates
clinic. Last year, Paul worked at the paralympic games with
the GB swimming squad, who won 52 medals:16 of them
gold.
Sarah Lawson MCSP Dip A P Phys Sport
Sarah qualified as a physiotherapist in 1992 and completed
her Postgraduate Diploma in Sports Medicine in 1997. She
is a member of ACPSM (Association of Physios in Sports
Medicine) and trained in Pilates rehabilitation and kinetic
control on muscle imbalance. Sarah used to work as a
physio manager at the Wellington and London Bridge hospitals and still works closely with the Wellington hospital
knee and spinal units and attends monthly “problem knee
clinics”. She has been a lower limb specialist for the past
eight years. Sarah has treated and rehabilitated athletes and
dancers, from novice to professional level, for over 10 years
now. She was a Director at Physioworks for three years and
now runs her own business: Physio Remedies Ltd., based in
the Lansdowne Club, Mayfair.

For more information on Serpie core stability classes
please contact Beate Vogt at 07879 658 558 or
beate@serpentine.org.uk
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Rosenheim League
It’s the start of the track and field season and the
Rosenheim league is here. The Rosenheim T&F
league is open to all Serpies, men and women. You
can do as many or as few events as you want and we
don't force anybody to do the “stupid stuff ” like 110
metres hurdles or triple jump, unless you fancy
giving it a go of course!
This year the women have their own scoring
competition. Rachel Brough, who has agreed to
captain the ladies team, needs lots of you to turn up
and score points for Serpentine.
Each Rosenheim meeting has a full set of track races
from 100m to 3,000m, one hurdle race, two throws,
two jumps and a 4 x 200m relay. The men’s team needs
a scorer in each event. The ladies’ team needs a scorer in
one sprint (100m, 200m or 400m), one middle
distance run (800m, 1,500m or 3,000m), one jump
and one throw. Which jumps, throws and runs will be
available will be advertised closer to the meetings.

Open Water
Swim Training Sessions
Many of you have expressed an interest in learning
how to swim in open water, or develop your skills and
or endurance in open water swimming. Since April I
have been running Sunday sessions on at Wraysbury
Diving Centre. The sessions still to come this year are
on 19 June, 3 July, 17 July and 31 July.
In each session those who want a long hard swim will
set off at just after 10am, and then from 10.20am I’ll
run a session for those who are new or less confident
at swimming in open water. The session will last until
around 11.30 ish, with beginners probably getting
out around 11ish.

You can check out the results of previous years at
http://www.serpentine.org.uk/results/track/ which
will show you that the Rosenheim league is open to
all standards. In fact many of us have done these
events for the first time at the meetings.

Wraysbury is an ideal place to try out the techniques
of open water swimming. It is a large gravel pit and
the water is some of the nicest open water in the UK
– clean and not too cold, although you definitely
need a wetsuit to swim there. It is a diving centre so
there are bits of cars etc. at the bottom and a lot of
divers but it’s large enough for those of you who
want to get a good swim. For those who are nervous,
I can give you some short easy swims as you get
used to open water swimming. There are changing
facilities and a café.

All meetings are on Wednesdays and start at 7pm.
They are very sociable evenings and we head to a pub
nearby afterwards.

There is no need to book, just turn up on any of the
dates above. The cost is £3 to me for the training and
the centre’s entrance fee, which was £6 last year.

The dates for the remaining fixtures are
• 22 June
• 13 July
• 27 August
• and 17 August for the inter-division final (which
we hope to reach)

How to get there
The easiest way on public transport is to catch the
train from Waterloo. Get the train going to Eton and
Windsor and get off at Wraysbury. From the station,
walk down the lane, and when it joins the main
road, cross on to the other side and the centre is
about 100 yards away.

If you have any questions
please contact me (lars@serpentine.org.uk)
or Rachel (rachel_brough@hotmail.com).

The centre’s website is http://www.wraysbury.ws/
Stephanie Ellis

Lars Menken

Officials Needed for Track & Field
No prior experience required!
Measuring puts, retrieving javelins, adjusting the poles, blowing horns, recording results:
these are just a few of the tasks that need doing to make sure a track & field event goes
smoothly. Throughout the summer months, Serpies will be competing in four track & field
leagues and each time we compete, we also need to provide some officials. It’s a great way
to get involved in club activities, stay involved if you’ve become injured, or learn more
about a new discipline. There’s even plenty of time to cheer on your club mates from the
sidelines. Contact Charles Lescott, Officials Secretary, at clescott@serpentine.org.uk if you
want to learn more.
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Assembly League
If you're looking for a mid-week race, why not try the Assembly league series which celebrates its 30th anniversary
this year. It’s a six race inter-club series and we are taking on other clubs from south and east London. The league
began in April, but there are still plenty of opportunities left for a mid-week race.
The races are open to all Serpies: you don’t have to pre-enter, just come along on the evening with your Serpie
kit and collect a race number from me. You don’t even have to pay for your race entry – your club membership
covers this.
Don’t forget, participation in Assembly league races counts towards the criteria for winning a Serpentine club
place in the 2006 London marathon.

Date
Thursday 7 July
Thursday 4 August
Thursday 1 September

Venue
The Dome, Greenwich
Victoria Park, Hackney
Beckenham Tennis Club

Distance
5k
3.5 miles
2.9 miles

Full details of these and many other events can be found on the Serpentine Race & Event Planner on the
Serpie website.
Malcolm French

Help Required
Can you spare some time to help with
Serpentimes?
Advertising Administrator for Serpentimes
We are now including a small number of
running- and tri-related adverts in Serpentimes,
which help to pay for printing and mailing to our
ever-growing membership.
I need someone to help with finding advertisers,
answering their queries, making sure that ads
arrive with us on time, sending invoices out and
monitoring payments received from advertisers.
The work is cyclical, based around our two issues
a year. It mostly involves email communication
with advertisers and potential advertisers. No
detailed knowledge of design or print production
is necessary.
If you think you can help,
please contact Sally Hodge:
Mobile: 07798 528 210
Email: serpentimes@serpentine.org.uk

The Aerobic Blues
When I woke up this morning, I was feeling rather sore
After doing all those exercises on a cold hard floor
Thigh lifts by the dozen, I did press-ups by the ton
And all that sweet Diane did say was “Smile! This is fun!”
I really worked so hard, all those pounds to get rid
Up, down, up and down, then the other eye-lid
Di was ever cheerful, “Let’s see those happy faces”
I could only think of all my loads of aching places
I wish someone would notice I’m no longer in my prime
“One more press-up” Diane says, for the twentieth time
“We’ll continue to the end” she says, though just my luck
From the time that we’ve been doing it I think the record’s stuck!
My heart was beating madly, much more than I could bear
I knew that there was ages left when Di said “Nearly there”
She was fresh as a daisy, while me I was dead beat
It’s said that for her breakfast Di eats 5 Shredded Wheat!
Now that I’m a Serpie, my work is not yet done
Practise, sweat and effort till I’ve made the perfect scone
And working at my running, for my page one scoop
When I finally manage to catch the sub-4 group*
* The Junior Serpie sub 4 (years old) group

Gowan Clews 1985/2005
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Lanzarote 2006

SERPENTINE RUNNING CLUB
CLUB LA SANTA, LANZAROTE TRIP 2006
BOOKING FORM
If you would like to book on the trip from 9-16th March 2006 please complete the following form, making sure that you have signed it and enclosed a £100 cheque as a deposit.
Please note that this deposit is non-refundable, even if you do find someone to fill your
place, so please think carefully before booking. Bookings will only be accepted if a
cheque for the deposit is enclosed and the forms are signed.
Bringing own bike
Club La Santa has a number of quality Cannondale road bikes which can be hired free for
the day, subject to demand. Alternatively it is possible to rent one of their Optimo R1000
bikes for the whole week which costs 80 (£57).
Please note that although all La Santa bikes are very good, they only tend to have sizes 51cm
and above, so if you are small, options are limited and you may prefer to bring your own.

The Serpentine trip to Club La Santa will take place
on the 9-16 March 2006.
Bookings will be open from 1 June, however this year
we will only be taking bookings on a paper version of
the booking form, rather than via the web. The booking
form is opposite.
The cost is in the range of £350-550, depending on
how many people you share a room with and full
details are provided on the booking form. This cost
includes flights, transfers, accommodation and most
activities (food is excluded, allowing you to choose
what you do). A cheque for £100 payable to “Club
La Santa” is required to reserve your place.
Unfortunately, as with last year, this deposit is
non-refundable so please check with work and other
commitments before making your booking.
As with previous years, there will be a jam-packed,
fun-filled week of events to satisfy your every training
and holiday requirement. In addition to the activities
and events organised by Club La Santa (take a look at
their website for more details – www.clublasanta.com)
Serpentine organises a packed programme of coaching
and events to cater for everyone from the hardened
Ironmen and women to the poolside plodder. More
details of these will follow in due course.
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The potential for running, swimming and cycling is
endless, as well as many other sporting activities.
Serpentine have dedicated lanes available in the
Olympic-size pool every morning and evening and
there is also the opportunity to practice open water
swimming in the lagoon or the sea (wetsuit recommended). A full list of kit to bring will be provided.
Finally, if you’re worried that you won’t know anyone,
this is a fantastic opportunity to get to know your
fellow Serpies. From feedback from the 2005 trip,
one of the top reasons for going to La Santa was the
ability to meet and train with fellow Serpies.
If you have any questions or queries, please do not
hesitate to contact me (Alexandra_Lord@hotmail.com).
Alex Lord

It is very easy to bring your own bike to La Santa. The bike should be boxed for transport
on the plane (more details in pre-departure info). There is an additional cost of £6.50 for
the bike transport from La Santa to the airport, which needs to be paid as part of your
final payment. In addition, you need to contact the airline on 0870 163 3003 to book your
bike on the plane with them and pay them £30.
Whilst every effort is made to accommodate personal room preferences, unfortunately
this cannot be guaranteed.
Please note that electronic versions of this booking form are not acceptable.

Name: ........................................................ Date of birth: ................................Age: .....................
Address:..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................
E-mail: ......................................................... Contact phone no.: ...................................................
Next of kin: Name: ............................................... Relationship: ...................................................
Address: .............................................................................................................................................
Contact phone no.: ...........................................................................................................................
Please turn over
25
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SERPENTINE RUNNING CLUB
CLUB LA SANTA, LANZAROTE TRIP 2006
BOOKING FORM (CONTINUED)
Dietary requirements: .................................... Bringing own bike: Yes/ No
Optimo R1000 bike hire (week) e80/ £57: Yes/ No if yes, what is your frame size:............
Room preference (please tick):
Single: (£562) __

Two sharing: (£464) __

Triple (£391) __

Five sharing (£348) __

Six sharing (£325) __

Willing to swap? Yes/ No

Please list names of people you would like to share with, if any:
..............................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................
Insurance. Due to concerns over the adequacy of Club La Santa’s own insurance cover, all participants are
required to state that they have taken out their own insurance for this holiday, which adequately
covers all (sporting) activities and equipment (if necessary) that they may wish to undertake.
I hereby declare that I have adequate insurance cover in place (please tick): _____
Accommodation cost (see cost per room preference)
Additional bike cost (if necessary) bringing own bike (£6.50)
Optimo R1000 hire (£57)
Less: deposit enclosed

£
£
£
£ (100)

Balance outstanding

_____

Please ensure that a cheque for the outstanding balance reaches me by 1st January 2006. Please make all
deposit cheques payable to Club La Santa and write your name and home address on the back. (Cheques
for the outstanding balance should be made to Serpentine Running Club).

Booking forms should be sent to: Josie Spiller, Flat 1, 16 Notting Hill Gate, London W11 3JE

News on the News
As part of the Taking the Club Forward process, we’ve
reviewed the way the club officially communicates
with you. Most of it is related to the website but we
haven’t forgotten those without regular internet
access.
On the website, we’ve cut down the amount of information on the home page, split up the information
that members and non-members see, and provided a
new news service on the web and on paper. We hope
to develop the news service further over the coming
year, particularly by providing more focused news by
email. The home page will carry an occasional important announcement at the top. We plan to use this
rarely so as not to devalue its impact. This “news
flash” will be visible to members and non-members.
For members logged into SerpieBase (our membership database), the home page shows the latest news
at the bottom of the page. If you need help logging
into SerpieBase follow the instructions at:
http://www.serpentine.org.uk/serpiebase/
Please take the time to check your details in the database – it’s our main way of contacting you – and
while you’re there, why not submit a photo too?
Regardless of whether or not you are a member, you
will always be able to access the latest news at
http://www.serpentine.org.uk/news/
For those accessing the web via a PDA, there is also
plain text version of the news. Each news story will be
clearly labeled with the date, time and author, so you
know when it was posted.
The menu system has been revised to make it easier
to find what you want. To help you further, the
Google search engine can now be used to search the
site using the page at
http://www.serpentine.org.uk/search.htm

We’re hoping to be able to begin a weekly email
newsletter including news items in the summer. If
you don’t want this newsletter, you’ll be able to
choose not to receive it by unchecking an option in
your SerpieBase entry. The distribution of the
newsletter is separate from the egroups, and we
promise to use it only for important announcements
not for chatter.
We haven’t forgotten those of you without internet
access. A printed version of the newsletter will be part
of the Sentinel (available in the clubroom) from now
on. By keeping all our news stories in the same place,
we can ensure that whether you get your news on the
web, on your PDA, on paper, or (ultimately) by
email, you will always receive up-to-date and relevant
information.
Don’t forget that the news service doesn’t replace the
main web pages for more detail. For instance, you
might find an announcement about a particular
Wednesday night’s arrangements on the news page,
but general information about Wednesday night runs
will remain on the relevant web pages.
As with all of these sorts of changes, there may be a
few niggles to start with, so please be patient. We are
also keen to listen to and learn from your feedback.
Above all, we hope you find the new features useful.
If you have any comments on the news service please
email davidknight@serpentine.org.uk
If you have something you’d like to add as a news
story, please send it to webmaster@serpentine.org.uk
David Knight

Disclaimer:
By affixing my signature below I hereby agree and declare that I will not hold Serpentine Running Club, or any of its
officers or agents, responsible for any and all claims, causes of action, damages, loss (economic and non-economic),
and liabilities of any kind which may arise out of, result from, or relate to my participation in any of the events organised at Club La Santa by the Serpentine Running Club and I acknowledge that the £100 deposit paid is non-refundable
should I have to cancel this trip.

Signed: ....................................................................................
If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact:
Josie Spiller: email josie.spiller@edexcel.org.uk or mobile 07958 519733, or

Committee Meeting Minutes
In the past, a summary of Serpentine committee meeting minutes has been published in each issue of
Serpentimes, however the full minutes are available on the website, as they have been for some time.
They are posted very soon after each meeting and are in a very easy-to-read format. If you are that way
inclined, you can even look back through the minutes of past meetings as far back as 1999. You can
find the minutes by clicking on Information, About Us, Committee, and then Minutes of Meetings.
Starting from this issue, Serpentimes will no longer include a summary of the minutes. If you want to
read the minutes but cannot get access to the website, please email hon.secretary@serpentine.org.uk or
phone David Knight on (H): 020 7924 1460 or (M): 07801 257987.

Alex Lord: e-mail Alexandra_Lord@hotmail.com or mobile 07944 390 665.
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Serpie EGroups
How do you keep up to date with what’s happening
in Serpentine? Serpentimes comes out twice a year.
The Sentinel is produced weekly, but not everyone
goes along every week to the events where it is distributed. Both are valuable sources of information,
but for many in the club the two main Serpentine
egroups are best way to keep up to date with what is
going on in the club, from training sessions to races,
social events to special offers.
I hope I’ve managed to answer most of the questions
I frequently get asked about the egroups here.
Q: What egroups are available?
A: There are two egroups:
serpentine – for all members of Serpentine
Running Club
serpietri – for triathletes, swimmers and cyclists.
Q: How much does it cost?
A: Nothing.
Q: How do I join?
A: Go to the sign up page on the Serpie website
(http://www.serpentine.org.uk) by clicking
EGroups on the left hand menu and follow the
instructions.
You can also join the egroups by sending a blank
email to:
serpentine-subscribe@yahoogroups.com for the
main egroup, or
serpietri-subscribe@yahoogroups.com for the
triathlon egroup.
Q: How do I unsubscribe?
A: From the email account you receive the emails
on, send an email (which can be blank) to:
serpentine-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com or
serpietri-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com as
required.
Q: What if I get too many emails?
A: Then you can either unsubscribe (see above) or
switch to the daily digest. The daily digest is a
summary of all the emails to the egroup on that
day in one single email. If you choose the daily
digest you won’t receive any attachments that
have been sent.

Q: How do I get the daily digest instead?
A: Once you have subscribed, you can decide
whether to have individual email messages or a
single daily summary (digest).
You do this by sending an email (which can be
blank) to:
serpentine-digest@yahoogroups.com for the
main egroup, or
serpietri-digest@yahoogroups.com for the
triathlon group.
Q: How do I change my email address?
A: To change the email address where you receive
egroup messages, first make sure the new address
you want to use is registered in SerpieBase – login
at http://www.serpentine.org.uk/serpiebase and
update your email address details to include the
new address. This is because you have to be a
member of the club to join these egroups so the
email address you use to subscribe has to match
the one you have registered in SerpieBase.
Next, simply follow the instructions here to
unsubscribe using your current address and then
subscribe again using your new address.
If you have a Yahoo account, you can also change
your email address there via the preferences page
(http://groups.yahoo.com/myprefs) but please
remember that any email address you want to use
for the Serpentine egroups must be registered in
SerpieBase.
Q: How do I send a message?
A: First, you need to be a member of the list you
want to mail to. Then simply send your message
to the main egroup serpentine@yahoogroups.com
or to the triathlon egroup serpietri@yahoogroups.com.
Your message will automatically be sent to every
subscriber on the list.
Q: Are there any rules about what I can and can’t send?
Can I send information about my business / event /
charity?
A: The egroups are for members of the Serpentine
Running Club to chat about running, social
events, and pretty much anything else they want.
Not everything that is posted will be of interest to
everyone, but we hope that you will find some of
the messages useful.
Please do not send messages which might be
considered offensive (eg racist or sexist). We all
want to have fun, but not at the expense of others.
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We are happy to have small numbers of unsolicited
messages forwarded by egoup members, such as
messages from researchers or people advertising a
race which is likely to be of interest, but if there are
too many of these we will have to reconsider.
Also, remember that attachments to messages
cannot be accessed by people who get the daily
digest. Instead, you might want to put the gist of
an attachment into your mail message, or send it
to the webmaster (webmaster@serpentine.org.uk)
to be put on the website.
Q: I sent my message and it hasn’t appeared?
A: Please be patient. Sometimes it can take 10 minutes or more for a message to be sent round. Please
don’t send it again, as this will result in duplicates.
Q: Are there rules about replying to messages?
A: If you press reply to a message (other than the
daily digest) then your reply goes only to the person who sent the message, unless you reply to all,
in which case your reply will go to the whole
egroup. To send a message to the whole list, you
must address it to serpentine@egroups.com.
Please do NOT include in your message the text
of the message you are replying to. Some email
software does this automatically: please either
switch this off, or remember to delete the text
each time before you send your message.
Repeating messages clogs up everyone’s mailbox
and is particularly frustrating for people who get
the daily digest, where the whole message can be
repeated again and again. By all means quote
selectively from the message you are replying to,
so that people know what you are talking about,
but quote the minimum necessary to give the
context.

Q: Is there any other basic egroup etiquette I should be
aware of?
A: If you set up ‘Out of Office’ to reply automatically
to emails when you are away, please set a rule
so that this does not apply to egroup messages, to
stop the whole egroup tracking your days off and
holidays.
Q: Why am I not getting any egroup messages?
A: The easiest way to see if there has been egroup
activity is to check the Yahoo website. You should
also check if your email is bouncing. In both cases
you need to have a Yahoo login (profile) associated
with your egroup email address.
Q: How do I get a Yahoo login (profile)?
A: Go to the Yahoo website and click ‘Sign up now’
to create a login. Remember to untick the box
‘Create my free Yahoo! email address’ unless you
want a Yahoo email address creating.
Once you’re registered, you can associate your
current email address(es) with your profile to gain
access to the web pages of the egroup(s). NB this
does NOT mean you need to have a yahoo.co.uk
email address, although the registration procedure
is designed to confuse you into thinking you do.
Q: Where can I get more help?
A: Email the egroup administrator at
egroup.admin@serpentine.org.uk
Q: How can I get an "@serpentine.org.uk" email
address?
A: You need SerpieMail. Go to the ‘Sign up for
SerpieMail’ page on the Serpie website by clicking
SerpieMail on the left hand menu.
Ian Hodge

TRAINING AND RACING IN SPAIN
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Between Malaga and Granada
Great climate – warm and dry
Beautiful scenic trails and hills
Typical Andalucian white village
Range of regional road races
Used by club and GB level runners
Track and physio at local Nerja club
Very affordable
Owned by UKA Endurance coach

Contact David Chalfen on 020 8340 7035 or davidchalfen2002@hotmail.com
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100 Club You too can be a winner
How does it work?
Just buy one or more numbers between 1 & 100, at a cost
of £1 a week. Your numbers are then entered in a draw
which is held after each month’s handicap. If your number
is picked, you could win one of eight prizes of £100, £50,
two prizes of £25 or four prizes of £10. You keep the same
number as long as you keep paying, and the odds are good
– much better than the lottery – and the tension at the
draw is high.
What is the money used for?
The proceeds of the 100 Club are used to meet the costs of
Serpentimes.

How do I join?
To join the 100 Club, you need to decide which number to
buy. You can reserve your number online but your number
will not be entered in the draw until you have paid.
How do I pay?
You can pay by standing order (£26 every six months) or by
cheque. There is an online standing order form on the website. Please send your completed standing order form, or
your cheque, to Terry Smith, 127 Clive Road, West
Dulwich, London, SE21 8DF. Please note that if you don’t
pay by standing order, and you don’t make your payment,
then you will not be eligible to claim a prize.

Who have the recent lucky winners been?
April 2005

May 2005

Malcolm French

James Stratford

£50

Nelofer Syed

John Shaw

£25

Jemima Johnstone
Neville Chapman

Ruth Jackson
Leslie Francis

£100

£10

Ena Urich
Juliet Allan
Hilary Walker
Trevor Francis

Serpie
Summer Barbecue
The Serpie Summer BBQ will be on Saturday 25
June at Kensington Palace Gardens football club
pavilion.

Brenda Green
Ray Smith
Francesca Wright
Ken Kwok

With almost half of 2005 already over, there are three club
championships already decided and some strong competition to beat for the club 2005 marathon title.
In early Februrary a large number of Serpies competed in
the Watford Half Marathon. The Serpie men’s championship was won by Andrew Greenway in 1:15:06 (10th
place overall) with Simon Barrett only 26 seconds behind.
The women’s Serpie championship was won by Jamie Felix
in 1:22:52 and Lucy Brooks was second. Andrew won the
overall age-graded championship with 79.4%. There was
more Serpie success in the team competition, with Jamie
Felix, Lucy Brooks and Val Metcalf taking the women’s
team first prize; and Eric Vamben, Andrew Greenway and
Simon Barrett winning the men’s team trophy. Huw Lobb,
a second claim Serpie, won the race in 01:05:55
With the Bramley 20-mile race unfortunately clashing with
the National cross country championships in Birmingham
as well as the Serpie health weekend, a small group of
Serpies headed for Worthing on the south coast for the 20mile club championships. Paul Bell won the Serpie title,
finishing 13th overall in the race in 2:04:28, while Sarah

Cost: £22
Dress: very, very casual
Register online at
http://www.serpentine.org.uk/events/party/
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Around 230 Serpie marathon results have already been
entered into the Serpie Results database for 2005. With
most of the spring marathons now complete the marathon
table is headed by Eoin O’Connell and Jamie Felix. Eoin
completed the London marathon in a time of 2:31:01 and
an age grading of 84%. Jamie’s finishing time in London
was 2:52:24, age graded at 80.5%.
In May, 43 Serpies completed the Coombe Hill 5-mile
race. The race was won by Andy Reeves in a time of 27:32.
Barbara Yff was fastest Serpie woman in 28:59. However,
both were beaten to the age-graded title by Anthony
Stranger-Jones with an admirable 85.6%.
There are still six club championship races to take place so
there are plenty more trophies to be won and the overall
club champion is far from decided.
Lars Menken

Club championship

Location

Date

5k

Battersea Park

Tues 12 July

7.30pm

1k

Hyde Park

Sat 16 July

9.00am

1 mile

Paddington track

Thurs 21 July

7.00pm

3k

TBC

Tues 26 July

7.30pm

10k

Victoria Park

Sun 11 Sept

10.30am

10 mile

Twickenham

Sun 16 Oct

10.00am

Serpie membership currently stands at 2,154, of
whom 45.8% are women.

Time

61% of Serpies are aged 34 or under and 9.2% are
aged 50+.

33.1% of Serpies have joined the club since
1 January 2005.

Trail Challenge
What is trail challenge and who can take part?

At each event there are 10k and 6k races, which are open to

Trail Challenge races are mass-start trail races with a differ-

anyone. There is also a Mini Trail Challenge of 2k for jun-

ence. A series of checkpoints define the courses which are

iors (under 15 on 31 December 2005).

run over tracks and trails – the challenge arises from choosing the fastest route between them.

54.1% of Serpies are interested in marathons.

The BBQ (including veggie options) starts at
9.00pm and there will be ample food for hungry
competitors

Newton won the Serpie women’s championship in 2:28:30.
Sarah also won the age-graded title with 76.2%.

Did You Know

23.9% of Serpies are from outside the UK.

The games begin at 7.00pm when the bar also
opens. More details will follow about a special
Serpie team challenge.

Club Championship 2005

13% of Serpies are interested in helping with club
events.
January 2005 saw the largest ever number of
people joining (or re-joining) the club in a month:
244 joiners, beating the previous record month by
127.
8.4% of Serpies completed the 2005 London
marathon.

The events start at 7:15pm and are on
• Tuesday 21 June at Bushy Park

All competitors are given a detailed map of the area and an

• Tuesday 5 July at Wimbledon Common

electronic ‘finger’ (as used in adventure racing) to record
your arrival at checkpoints. The electronic ‘finger’ (also

Entries in advance cost £4 per person and on the day cost

known as a SportIdent dibber) allows instant results to be

£6 per person (half price for juniors).

produced showing your time between checkpoints, giving
you hours of harmless fun comparing split times!

You can find more information and an entry form on:
http://www.sloweb.org.uk/ (select Trail Challenge from the
menu)
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London Marathon Club Places
Every year, the London Marathon allocates guaranteed
places for members of Serpentine RC and, as a club, we
choose to pass these on to members who have played an
active part in making this a great club to be in.

which may include club handicaps, Last Friday of
the Month 5k, New Years Day 10k, duathlon,
club championship races, Track & Field or ‘home’
cross country events

There are always more people applying for the club
marathon places than places available so there are
qualification criteria for the places. This year the criteria have been changed somewhat from those used in
previous years, so if you think you may want to apply
for a club place, it would be worthwhile familiarising
yourself with the new criteria.

Additional volunteering may substitute for some
race participation in the following way:
Each additional voluntary contribution, above the
4 event minimum, may substitute for 1 race
participation in 2 a, b or c, up to the following
limits: 4 handicap races, 1 club championship
race or 4 league events.

It may seem early to be considering London 2006,
and you could be lucky and get a place in the ballot,
or meet the good-for-age criteria; but to give yourself
the best possible chance of a place, I’d recommend
some forward planning now. After all, who would
want to miss out for the sake of taking part in that last
summer league race or getting out of bed on a
Saturday morning to help at a handicap?

3. Wildcards and Bonuses
You may substitute one or more wildcards in place of
any of 2 a, b, c, or d above. A wildcard substitutes for
1 race or volunteering equivalent in the criteria against
which it is used. A wildcard is awarded to a volunteer
who has:
• Captained a team at an event such as Welsh
Castles Relay, Round Norfolk Relay, SEAA
Relays, or captained a cross county or Track &
Field team for the majority of a season
• Been the main organiser of a club race (eg New
Year’s Day 10k, Serpie Duathlon) or race series (eg
club handicap, LFOTM 5k). If using this
wildcard, the race for which you were organiser
does not count towards the number of voluntary
contributions in 2 d
• Qualified as a coach or an official and acted in that
capacity on behalf of the club at least once. If there
has not been reasonable opportunity to act as a
qualified coach/official since qualifying, this wildcard may be carried over to the next year. Coaches
who qualified in previous years earn their wildcard
by coaching at a minimum of 3 training sessions
for members. Officials who qualified in previous
years should count any officiating in section 2 d
• Made a major contribution to organising a noncompetition event for the club; eg Christmas
party, health weekend
• Managed a key operation of the club; eg webmaster,
kitmaster

Finally, it’s not always easy to remember exactly which
events you took part in or helped at when you’re
thinking back over a year – one season starts blending
into another – so you may want to start a list or diary
now to help you when it comes to December and
you’re ready to submit your application.
1. Membership and Marathon Entry Criteria
You must:
a. Be a first claim club member and not be in arrears
for membership subscriptions, nor have been in
arrears for longer than 1 month during the preceding year
b. Have applied through the normal London
Marathon entry ballot and
c. Have received a rejection slip – please do not throw
this slip away as you need it to make your claim.
2. Race Participation and Volunteering Criteria
In addition to meeting the criteria in 1 above, in the
12 months prior to the club marathon place application closing date of 15 December 2005 (i.e. 16 Dec
2004 – 15 Dec 2005 inclusive), you must also have:
a. Run in 4 club handicap races
b. Competed in 4 club championship races (at least
3 must be running – 1 may be multi-sport)
c. Competed in club kit at 10 league events: Track &
Field, Summer league, Assembly league, or a cross
country league
d. Marshalled or made another significant voluntary
contribution at 4 Serpentine organised events
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Please check with me if you are unsure and are relying
on a wildcard to meet the qualifications, in order to
avoid disappointment.
4. Previous Club Place Awards and Applications
Those awarded a club place the previous year shall only
be considered for a place after all those who meet
100% of the criteria but did not receive a place the previous year. If you were awarded a place the previous

year but withdrew from that place BEFORE the cutoff date for substituting runners, your application will
be treated as if no place was previously awarded.
Finally, all applications, accompanied by the rejection
slip, and a written statement of how you meet the criteria must sent to me by 15 December 2005. The
names of those applying, who meet 100% of the criteria will go into a hat, and the available places will be
offered to the first names drawn, up to the number of
place available. The remaining names will be drawn to
form a reserve list which will be used in the event of
withdrawals, before the final cut-off date for substitutions, sometime in February.
Applicants meeting a substantial part, but not all, of
the participation requirements, can only be considered after those who meet 100% of the requirements.
They will be placed on a waiting list in the order of
their contribution to the club.

Summary of priority for places
1) Fulfilled 100% of the criteria – no place last year
2) Fulfilled 100% of the criteria – awarded place last
year
3) Criteria not 100% fulfilled (in order of most complete criteria)
I hope that this is all clear but to the extent that any
discretion is necessary, my decision will be final.
Please note that the Club’s places or entry forms must
not, in any circumstances, be passed to anyone else. If
you are allocated a place but are subsequently unable
to run, you must advise me as soon as possible so that
a substitution can be arranged. Changes are usually
not possible after mid-February.
David Knight
Hon Secretary

Track & Field Honours Board
The Serpentine Running Club has established trophies for the Track & Field section of the club. These
trophies are awarded to those athletes who make the
greatest contribution to the T&F teams over the
season. All areas of contribution are considered and
activities outside of actual event performance and
which assist the team are given more weight than
actual performance. Such activities may include
making themselves available for all meetings, fillingin at non-preferred events or taking on difficult
events, providing coaching to fellow team members,
supporting team mates and assisting the team captain
or manager. The team captain decides the recipients
of the awards at the end of each season.

Jan Farmer Trophy
Awarded to the most deserving athlete in the ladies' veterans team

•

Robin Kindersley Trophy: Andrew Greenway

To honour Serpie athletes who have provided great
service to our T&F teams, in many cases over many
years, and whose activities have been in the spirit in
which these awards are intended, the permanent trophies have been named after them. The trophies are:

•

Tony McGahan Trophy: Ruairi Maciver

•

Derek Paterson Trophy: Derek Paterson

•

Jan Farmer Trophy: Claire Browse

•

Lars Menken Trophy: Justin Lock

•

Ladies T&F Trophy: Rosie Ingram

Robin Kindersley Trophy
Awarded to the most deserving athlete in the highest
ranked men’s team

Lars Menken Trophy
Awarded to the most deserving male athlete in the
Rosenheim league team
This season the ladies’ T&F trophy will be awarded to
the most deserving female athlete in the Rosenheim
league.
2004 Honour Board

Tony McGahan Trophy
Awarded to the most deserving athlete in the second
highest ranked men’s team
Derek Paterson Trophy
Awarded to the most deserving athlete in the men’s veterans team
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How Do I Know What’s Going On?
The URL for the main My Events page is:
http://www.serpentine.org.uk/events/myevents/
Serpies are very active people. You only need to look
at the Results database on the website for proof of
this. In 2005, 181 of you have taken part in at least
one Serpie handicap, there have been 236 marathon
times recorded so far this year, and an ever increasing
number of events appear on the latest results section
of the website. There are more and more Serpies
taking part in more and more events, so how do they
know what is on and when?
When the club was smaller, many members would
find out about races from chatting with friends on
a Wednesday night, in the pub or at another event.
This, of course, still happens, but there are so many
of us that we are often split into many smaller
groups and news doesn’t always travel between
groups. The Sentinel is produced weekly and
distributed on a Wednesday night and Saturday
morning, but again, many people don’t go to
Wednesday or Saturday club runs so don’t see a
copy regularly. Serpentimes comes out twice a year
and has the long-term picture of events, but can’t
list everything.
The Serpie egroups are valuable sources of information about what is coming up and also great
places to post messages looking for others who are
planning to take part in an event so you can get
together beforehand and maybe travel together.
There is, however, one other excellent source of
information which brings all internal Serpie events,
club championships, triathlons, track and field
meetings, social events and cross country races
together in one place – and that’s the Serpentine
Races and Events Planner on the website. And now
there are some useful new features to help you share
travel details etc.
If you’ve not explored this planner, you really
should take a few minutes to find your way around
it. You’ll soon discover how useful it can be in planning your racing (and social) diary so you don’t
miss out. You can open the planner by clicking on
Races and Events on the main menu.
Using the Planner
The basic layout of the planner has been designed
to split events into three categories: running races;
multi-sport, track & field and cross-country; and
other events. There are many events listed for each
month and some have been highlighted to show
that they are either club championship events, or
recommended events.
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There’s a search function at the top of the planner
to allow you to search for a specific event and to
choose the date range. This will easily give you a list
of the dates for all Serpentine handicaps for the
year, or all 10ks, so you can plan your race calendar
well in advance. You can also search by choosing for
the options in the drop down menu under Event:
maybe you want a list of all the club championship
events, or all recommended events, or you want to
get into track and field so just want a list of track
and field meetings. Or you can search for all events
between 5 and 10k in July, August and September.
Once you’ve found an event that you’re interested
in, you can see more detail about it by clicking on
its title. A box will appear in the top-right hand
corner of the page with information such as the
exact location and the time; there may be a link to
the organiser’s website, or their email address, or a
map; and you’ll see how many days there are to go
before the event. This information is available for
all events, not just the highlighted ones.
If you want an event added to the event planner
email events@serpentine.org.uk.
New Features
All the new features require you to be logged into
SerpieBase (you can do this from the home page by
clicking on the Login button).
In the planner, each event has a calendar icon next
to it. If you click on these, you will add an event to
My Events (see below). The colour of the icon
denotes whether the event is already in your list of
events (red) or has yet to be added (blue). The
number in brackets after the event title is the
number of Serpentine members who have added
that event to their My Events. Click on the number
to see who is attending. The text in brackets refers
to the type of event (xc = cross-country, etc).
You can also add an event to your list of events
from the details box you see when clicking on an
event title. There’s the facility to download a VCAL
file for an event – this is used by programs such
Microsoft Outlook to add an appointment directly
into your diary.
Using My Events
My Events is an offshoot of the event planner
enabling you to set up and manage a list of events.
Within it you can offer lifts and share information
(such as your race number) with others attending
an event.

Whenever you see the My Events button, clicking
on it will bring you back to this page. By default,
My Events does not show any past events, though
you can view them by clicking on Show Old Events.
However, please note that in order to manage our
database, past events may have to be deleted.
The main page enables you to edit or delete events
in your own events list and set basic information
about your attendance. If you have set a note for an
event you’ll see a small pin icon next to the date of
the event – hover over it to see the note. Clicking
on the pen icon to the right of the table will edit an
event and clicking on the bin icon will delete it.
When you delete events in My Events they are only
deleted from your list, not the main event planner.
If you need help, you can hover over the question
mark icon to receive some help on each field. If you
make any changes to the data on the page, make
sure you click the Save button.
Editing an Event
Click on the pen icon to edit an event. Editing an
event enables you to set your contact details and
write a note – these will be visible to other members
of the club unless you uncheck the Share details box.
You can also download a VCAL file (see above). If
you make changes to the data, make sure you click
on the Confirm button. You can delete the event
from your list by clicking on the Delete button.
Seeing Other Peoples’ Information
You can get an overview of events people are
attending by clicking on the All button. This will
show how many people are taking part, supporting
etc, and how they are travelling.
The icon at the right will enable you to add an
event to your own list (or to edit it if it is already in
that list). Click on an event title to see who is
attending that event. If you click on Show notes
and contact details you’ll be able to see their contact details and notes they have written. If someone
has opted not to share their data, you will not be
able to see it. You can also get to this screen by
clicking on an event title in your own event list.
Security
If for some reason you do not want to share
your details with other people then just
uncheck the Share details box. Your name and
details will not appear in any My Events screen
(except your own of course).

PDAs
For those of you like me who use a PDA, there are
also versions of the event planner and My Events
specially formatted for small screens. These are at:
http://www.serpentine.org.uk/events/pda.php
and
http://www.serpentine.org.uk/events/myevents/pda.php
I hope that you’ll find the new features of the
Serpie event planner help to keep you up to date
with what’s going on, which events other Serpies
are taking part in and to plan your training, racing
and social diary.
David Knight

2005 World Masters
Mountain Running
Championships
Serpies always like a challenge, so here is one for
you Masters runners. With the popularity of the
Welsh Castles Relay, Saturday hill sessions and
Davos amongst Serpies, it’s clear that hills are an
attraction for many of you.
Britain’s fabulous Lake District will play host to the
2005 World Masters Mountain Running
Championships. The venue will be Keswick and
the races will be on Saturday, 10 September.
There will be short and long course races. The short
course is for W50-W65 and M55-M70 and is 9.5km
with 476m ascent. The long course is for W35-W45
and M40-M50 and is 11.8km with 684m ascent.
The courses will be “up and down,” which is not a
daft as it sounds as most continental mountain
races are on uphill courses only. The courses will
consist of good runnable walking paths for 80% of
the distance, while the upper section will consist of
traditional fell country and includes a short section
of very steep ground which will entail walking.
Entries are now open. Race info is on www.mountainrunningkeswick.org.uk. This includes the
opportunity to enter online. Accommodation info
is available at www.keswick.org or through the local
Tourist Information Centre on 017687 72645.
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Summer League
The summer league is an inter-club competition of
races between May and September at various venues
around London. The races are usually over 10k, cover
all standards and are based at a local park. It costs £1
to enter on the day. The events are family-oriented
and many participants bring their children. After the
10k there is a tenderfoot race (about 2k) for children
and a series of 400m relays. Scoring in the relays is
age-graded so five-year old girls with ponytails can
beat accomplished adults. Sandwiches and cakes are
provided by the host club
Trophies are awarded at the end of the year for individuals in their age categories based on their best four
performances in the five races.

Track and Field Results Database

This year’s remaining summer league events are
Date

Time

Venue

3 July
24 July
14 August

10.30am
10.30am
10.00am

Headstone Park, Harrow
Victoria Park*
Hyde Park*

* Possible change of venue. Check the Serpie Planner for further details.

Don’t forget, participation in Summer league races
counts towards the criteria for winning a Serpentine
club place in the 2006 London marathon.

I am pleased (not to say, extremely relieved) to
announce the launch of the first version of our online
track and field results database. A lot of work has
gone into this over the past six months and special
thanks should go to Lars Menken for ideas, advice
and data entry; Miguel Branco for data entry; and
Derek Paterson for data validation.
The idea of the database is similar to that for road
running, except of course each meeting can contain
multiple results for each athlete, and there are complications with different weights of throws etc. As for
road running, we have also developed an Excel frontend to allow for the off-line entry of results.

Ian Hall
The database can be accessed at:
www.serpentine.org.uk/rdb/trackfield/welcome.php

The club needs everyone to help out a little to remain
successful, so if you can, please volunteer your services.
Most jobs (listed here) are fairly easy and painless.
Clubroom
• unlock clubroom and lock clubroom after session
• check membership cards and take £1 as required
• manage bags
• laminate membership cards
• direct new people to appropriate meeting place
• set up ‘announcements’ whiteboard

Party Time
It may be very early to be thinking about Christmas, with the summer
stretching ahead of us, but we’ve already decided on the date of the event
of the year: the 2005 Serpie Christmas party. So mark 26 November in
your diary. A great event to suit all pockets is planned this year!

Briefing
• give health and safety instructions
• highlight upcoming events and recent club
achievements
• explain how the runs work
• educate participants on group run etiquette
Door person
• manage controlled exit from Seymour Centre

I hope you find the database useful and informative.
If you have any queries or find any apparent errors,
please report them in detail to me.
David Knight

Helping Out on Wednesday Nights
Some of you may have noticed that we now have a
whiteboard outside the Clubroom in the Seymour
Centre with a list of all the main volunteer jobs on a
Wednesday night written on it. When you arrive on
a Wednesday night, if you are willing to do one of the
jobs that night, please write your name on the board
beside the relevant job. If there is a vacant space on
the board, that job is still outstanding.

There are a number of outstanding issues, most of all
speed and a number of results still to be coded and
fully validated. We think we have entered all the personal and club bests but we also know there are likely to be some still out there. Subject to volunteer
effort, we would like to record all track and field
results but this will be a very large task indeed.
Entering and checking the 4,600 individual results
and 1,700 relay results has been difficult enough.
There are a few planned upgrades and I would hope
some of these issues can be resolved within the next
few months.

Nottingham Triathlon Relays
This year the National Relay Championships take
place on Saturday 6th August in Nottingham. As
with last year, there will be 12 Serpentine teams of
four taking part. At the time of writing we have
pretty much filled the teams but if you are interested
in coming along then let us know and we can try and
fit you onto a team.

Set off
• ensure people are clear about the process
• organise people into pace groups
• set groups off at 30 sec intervals

The format is such that every member of the team
does all three disciplines but has a rest while the other
members of his or her team complete their swim etc.

Bibs
• distributing appropriate bibs (orange or yellow)
for distance
• take home, wash and return by next club run

All standards are welcome, it is a great introduction
to triathlon, the distances are very achievable and the
atmosphere at the race with hundreds of teams
racing make it a highlight of the year.

Run leaders (Starter Group/Long Runs)
• decide on route for that run and know the route
well
• ensure all routes are risk-assessed
• ensure all runners are capable of the distance
• ensure group sticks together
• ensure group returns in time for clubroom closing
• educate participants on group run etiquette

Last year nearly all the Serpentine partcipants
camped at the race site and a barbeque was organised
which went on well into the night and a recovery
bike ride and pub lunch took place on the Sunday.
All in all a weekend not to be missed.
If you are interested in taking part email Simon
Gardner (sfgardner@ftnetwork.com) who will be
coordinating team entries.

Watch the website for further details.
Richard Melik
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Serpentine Handicap

SEAA 12-Stage Relay

The Tom Hogshead trophy leader is Richard Jones on
99 points, followed closely by Robin Gray on 94
points and Ken Kwok in third.

Before the relatively recent craze of marathon run-

Runner

Short/Long Time

Gain

ning that swept these shores from the mid-80s

Ben Paviour

Long

26:33

34th

onwards, springtime was traditionally devoted to

Steven Hilton

Short

19:08

-1

On the day that should have seen the first race of the
year, a large number of runners turned up bright and
early, in spite of the windy conditions. Unfortunately,
however, their efforts were in vain, as the Royal Parks
had closed Kensington Gardens in order to clear the
paths of fallen branches.

road relays (ie the transition from cross-country to

Andrew Greenway

Long

26:09

+12

the track and field season) and indeed the more

Ruairi Maciver

Short

19:27

-1

“competitive” clubs still focus their attention on these

Andrew Reeves

Long

26:50

+5

events. So it was with some trepidation that we

Tiago Branco

Short

20:21

-6

decided to send a team to the South of England

Ian Druce

Long

28:11

0

Championships in Milton Keynes on 3 April for the

Charles Lescott

Short

19:30

+1

first time in the club's history.

Simon Barrett

Long

27:10

+1

Gary Dench

Short

19:31

+1

We had been relatively successful in the 6-stage com-

Eric Vamben

Long

27:00

+4

petition last autumn, wangling a spare place at the

Chris Blackburn

Short

17:08

+4

In April, Eamonn Richardson managed to set a new
Serpentine World Record. He is officially now the
member who has completed the most handicaps, 171
in total. The previous record was held by Alan
Woodward, who has completed 169.

National finals (which unfortunately none of the
What is nice about the handicap is that it attracts
runners who don’t always participate in races or who
are new to running. Every participant has an equal
opportunity to savour the taste of success, regardless
of natural ability and speed. Like many Serpie occasions, it’s also a great social event; so much so, that
many people who are injured or tapering for another
race (or are too late to register!) come along to help
out with time keeping or marshalling and then stick
around for coffee afterwards.

team could manage to get to!) We thought that 12

Our team’s total time was 4:36:58, compared to the

stages rather than 6 could only benefit a club of our

winning time of 4:13:09 by Belgrave Harriers.

size. However, we were up against formidable oppo-

Our strength throughout the team shows in the rela-

sition – the likes of Belgrave and Bedford, whose run-

tively small range in times. Ignoring Chris’ fantastic

ners were not focusing their attention on the

run, which was 14th fastest short leg of the day out

Rotterdam, London or Paris marathons. It wasn’t a

of 366, we ranged from 19:08 to 20:21 for the short

question of going for a win – more like could we be

legs and from 26:09 to 28:11 for the long legs.

competitive and perhaps, just maybe, finish in the
top 20 teams and win a place in the National finals?

The handicap remains a popular Serpie institution
and, as the warmer months approach, we hope that it
will continue to attract as many members as possible.
Even on cold and windy Saturday mornings (and
there have been several of those this year), there is
always a crowd of willing and able runners ready to
take part.
There have been five completed races so far in 2005.
The winners of the 2005 handicaps to date were:
Second

Third

It is almost one year since I took over from Grethe as
the Handicapper. Despite a couple of minor hiccups
along the way, I have enjoyed the challenge. It is very
satisfying when the race runs smoothly and everyone
enjoys the morning.
I should like to take this opportunity to thank all of
the volunteers who have given their time to help at the
handicap this year. Don’t forget that we welcome new
runners to come and take part. You must to run as a
“scratch” runner for your first race to determine your
start time for future races. It’s a good way to get used
to taking part in club events and excellent preparation
for running road races.

For those who haven’t done the maths from the table
above, our final placing was a creditable 14th (34-

In the event we were more than competitive, showing

28+8) and a place in the Nationals! Just as an indica-

the strength in depth that Serpentine has developed.

tion of the standard of some of the individuals we

While some of the 61 teams who took part had class

were up against, the fastest short leg was 16:16 and

runners for the first few stages but then rapidly

the fastest long leg was 23:16.

declined, we were able to put out a relatively solid
team from 1 through to 12.

Unfortunately with the Nationals only six days after the
London marathon, as with the 6-stage relay finals, once

The wind steadily picked up throughout the day

again we were unable to attend. But considering it was

making it progressively harder to hit those times. I

our first foray, we can all be satisfied and say "next year!"

did hear it said that it probably peaked at stage 9!
Our runners, their legs (either “Short”: 5.5k or

Full results of the event can be found at

“Long”: 8k) with their times and gains in places were

http://mcs.open.ac.uk/mkac/scaaa12.htm

Month

First

January

Race cancelled

February

Chris Fox

Manuel Moreno

Peter Procopis

March

Bradley Cobb

Ruairi MacIver

Marianne Fryer

April

Leala Padmanabhan

Robin Gray

Dena Beverley

and developing some real talent and being truly

May

Eamonn Richardson

Ian Hall

Kenny MacLeod

competitive with the top clubs.

June

Rachel Powell

William Simpson

Ian Hall

Visit the website for further details
www.serpentine.org.uk/events/handicap/
Simon Maughan

at

as follows:
So, as well as being an extremely sociable club catering for all standards of runner, this result shows that
Serpentine really is capable of attracting, maintaining

Andy Reeves
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Serpentine Quiz

Green Belt Relay
Double Serpie Win
For the third year in a row, the Serpie women have
won the Green Belt Relay ahead of Ranelagh ladies.
Just to round off the weekend in fine style, our men’s
team also won this year, for the first time ever. The
Serpie men finished the 212 mile course in 21 hrs 32
mins 28 secs, with the team from the Stock Exchange
43 mins behind. The Serpie women’s’ time was 25 hrs
2 mins 13 secs; 21 mins ahead of Ranelagh.

Test your knowledge of the London marathon
Compiled by Malcolm French

There were many individual stage wins for our
teams, with many others in second or third place on
their stages. The runners on stages 1 and 20 had a
famous face in their midst: Sonia O’Sullivan was
competing for the Millennium Group team.

1.

Winner
Andrew Davies

TIme
0:59:27

Stage Record
0:59:04 (2004)

Stage 6

Nancy Labiner

1:00:00

0:53:00 (2004)

Stage 7

Simon Barrett

1:15:34

1:12:45 (2004)

Stage 8

Steve Hilton

1:06:48

1:04:17 (2003)

Stage 10

Barney Southin

Stage 12
Stage 13
Stage 15
Stage 16
Stage 17
Stage 18
Stage 19

Marie-Aline Perrier (new stage record)
Simon Barrett
Nancy Labiner
Paul Fromme
Christine Lutsch
Emma Calderbank (new stage record)
Louisa Ruderman
Kevin Darcey
Marie-Aline Perrier (new stage record)

0:49:14
0:53:33
1:05:14
1:12:09
1:03:42
1:01:27
1:09:38
1:01:05
0:39:21
0:42:11

0:47:48 (2004)
0:54:58 (2004)
1:01:22 (2002)
1:05:48 (2004)
1:00:54 (2000)
0:57:53 (1999)
1:18:46 (2004)
0:53:13 (2002)
0:35:40 (2002)
0:42:48 (2004)

3.

4.

5.
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b. 52;

c. 79

The MP with the fastest London marathon time is Matthew Parris. What time did he run in
1985?
b. 2:50:42;

b. 4:51:31;

Tel: 020 7702 1112
Fax: 020 7702 9470
Web: www.hfs.uk.net

c. 5:26:02

Which nation has achieved two clean sweeps of the top three places in the London marathon?
b. Kenya;

c. Norway

Who is the only man to successfully defend his London marathon title?
b. Dionicio Ceron;

c. Antonio Pinto

Who was the last British man to place in the top three at the London marathon?
a. Eamon Martin;

Health and Fitness Solutions
Lower Ground Floor
11-13 Crosswall
London EC3N 2JY

c. 3:02:56

In 2005, Sport Minister, Richard Caborn ran in the London marathon. What was his
finishing time?

a. Great Britain;

9.

• Our Physiotherapists and Podiatrist use a unique integrated
assessment and active treatment approach

• A complimentary video gait analysis is offered to all members
until the end of July 2005 with this advert

How many runners have completed every London marathon?

a. 3:57:21;
7.

c. Trafalgar Square

c. 1985

a. Abdelkader El Mouaziz;

• We offer a comprehensive musculoskeletal rehabilitation service
for all your running / triathlon related injuries

• All Private Medical Insurance accepted

b. 1983;

a. 2:32:57;
6.

b. Westminster Bridge;

When was the wheelchair race introduced into the London marathon?

a. 28;

Attention All Serpies!

• Optimising your performance and minimising injury reoccurrence

Where did the first London marathon finish?

a. 1981;

8.

• Using the latest research based practice and video gait analysis
in a state of the art environment

b. 5935; c. 6255

a. Constitution Hill;

that those who ran, (or swam) stage 4 in the rain,
thunder and hail will never forget their experience.
The full results and lots of information about the
event can be found at http://www.greenbeltrelay.org.uk
Ian Hodge

How many runners finished the first London marathon in 1981?
a. 4799;

2.

Stage
Stage 2

In total 57 Serpies took part in the event, making up
5 complete teams plus a partial team. As well as victory for our men and women, the Serpie men’s B
team finished in 9th place overall. The GBR is a
tough event, as each runner races two days in a row,
but as ever the 2005 relay was also great fun. I’m sure

Quiz

b. Mark Steinle;

c. Paul Evans

10. Paula Radcliffe has run four out of the five quickest marathon times in the world. Who has run
the other top five time?
a. Mizuki Noguchi;

b. Naoko Takahashi;

c. Catherine Ndereba

Answers on page 47
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From Slow Serpie Runner to
Slow Serpie Triathlete – Well nearly!
Robin’s first triathlon experience at the Concorde tri
Although apprehensive, I knew this would be quite
an experience! I had thought about competing in a tri
for a while but had never had the courage to make the
transition from “Slow Runner” to “Slow Tri-Guy”.
That was until I got together with some friends and
we all decided to give it a go. Rather than take the
plunge into the standard size Olympic distance
triathlon, I opted for a beginner friendly sprint distance – the Concorde triathlon – which consisted of
400m swim, 20k bike and 5k run. The Concorde also
had the advantage of being in the Serpie club championship triathlon race series, so I knew there would
be plenty of support along the route.

for the Swiss alpine marathon in Davos in July, so
combining the two was no easy undertaking. I just
didn’t have enough time to do all the recommended
training phases. The running was in the bag; after all,
it was only 5k and after having run a marathon, that’s
nothing, but as for the swimming and cycling, I needed to get stuck in. On the whole, my training went
well. Wednesday was my main preparation day; my
run training followed my swim training, both took
about 1-2 hours, and surprisingly I had lots of energy.
Most of my cycle training consisted of biking to and
from work, backed up with a few weekend jaunts with
friends in the countryside surrounding London.

Preparation
Being a strong swimmer and experienced runner, my
only worry was the bike - for a start, I didn’t own one,
and let’s face it, I wouldn’t get very far unless I could
get hold of one quickly. I did own a totally inappropriate mountain bike, but I knew if I turned up with
this I would face ridicule from those who classed
themselves as gurus in the tri field. I did some
research on bikes and asked for advice which just left
me baffled and confused and made me realise that I
knew absolutely nothing about the subject. In the
end, I opted for a tri starter package from Total
Fitness, Nottingham, which consisted of a GIANT
OCR-2 bike, Orca tri wetsuit, tri-suit, number belt
and lots of other little goodies, which I was sure
would help me on my way.

Pre-race
The day before my triathlon, I got my bike and
myself race-ready. This involved a short cycle ride of
about 10 miles to the friend’s house where I was
spending the night, to make the early pre-race start
less painful. Almost inevitably, I got a puncture,
drove off the road into the pavement and crashed! I
scraped my ankles and knees but there was no real
damage done. The evening was spent repairing the
puncture, eating and talking about the usual nonsense with my running, soon to be triathlon, buddies.

My kit arrived safely and I took great pleasure in trying on the suits and fixing up my new bike.
Triathlons are definitely not for the weak; it took
most of my strength to just get the wetsuit on and I
was wondering to myself however one gets in and out
of these things in an actual race! As a well-earned
reward after battling my way into my wetsuit, I
cracked open a beer and was admiring myself in the
mirror, thinking, “I look like a giant pork sausage”,
when there was a knock at the door. Without hesitation, I answered it and to my horror found it to be
the local police who were carrying out door-to-door
questioning over a spate of recent burglaries. There I
was, in all my glory, dressed in rubber with beer in
hand talking to a policewoman.

Race Start
Upon arrival, we located the transition area and
racked our bikes in the allocated place given in the
race instructions. I laid out my towel, cycling hat,
club vest, socks, trainers and sunglasses. After all, in
triathlons it’s important for one to look cool, so the
shades are a must. They also help stop flies getting in
the eyes on the bike leg. I had opted to use my tri-suit
for the swim, which would save valuable time later
when all I would have to do in the first transition
would be to put on my trainers and cycle hat and I
would be away.

I started the serious tri training in early June for the
September race. At the same time I was also training
42

I woke up very early the next morning, drank my
sports drink and ate some bananas for breakfast. We
racked the bikes on the car and set off for the race, on
the far side of Reading.

The Swim
The swim started in waves, with everybody’s start
time calculated on their estimated time. The pool was
25m in length and it looked as though it was going
to be a breeze. I jumped in the water, placed the swim

hat and goggles on my head and began my first few
strokes. The first few lengths went by a bit too quickly. I was a little breathless; the water was warm; and I
was already feeling the adrenalin pumping through
my body. I just started counting strokes like I had
done in training until I calmed down and got into a
rhythm. Finally I felt a pat on the head and I put my
feet on the ground. I had done it: the swim part was
over! I stood on the poolside for a few seconds to
catch my breath. The swim took me 6.52 minutes
which stood me in good stead at this early stage of the
event, although I knew this would change once the
big guns entered the scene.
The Bike
After a short jog from the pool into the transition
area I managed to locate my bike with ease. I slipped
on my trainers, vest and cycle helmet (not forgetting
the shades) and I was out of the area quickly. I
mounted my bike when instructed to do so by the
race marshal and I was away. It felt great with the
wind blowing through my hair. My tri-suit dried off
very quickly and in no time at all I found myself tackling the first hill. At this point there were no other
competitors around. I am not a strong cyclist by any
means and by the time I reached the top of the hill,
others started to appear and pass me. On the whole,
the straight out and back circuit of the bike leg was
pretty non-eventful although the surface was rougher
than a badger’s backside. I only had one life-endangering moment on a steep downhill part, where I
almost collided with a Land Rover travelling in the
opposite direction. It wasn’t long before I was pedalling back up the same hill again, my legs on fire.
About 15 minutes later, I was nearly at the 20k mark
and much happier, although the morning air was
filled with the smells of breakfast wafting from every
house I passed: I was hungry! Despite this, I was able
to push ahead and even slowly passed about three
people. The cycle leg took me 49 minutes including
transition 1. Back at transition I dismounted, racked
the bike and removed my cycle helmet – shades still
in place. Almost done.

which will always stick in my mind was the amount of
support I received and the feeling of jubilation when
I reached the finish line. My total time for my first
triathlon was 1 hr 21 mins. I felt great and, to top it
off, I was nowhere near the back of the race.
Post Race
We packed everything up and headed off in search of
food and beer. We found a country pub where I had
a huge plate of food washed down with several pints
of the black stuff – I love eating nearly as much as I
love drinking! I was really happy. Then home to
watch the Olympic marathon and reminisce on what
a great day it had been.
I had basically got round with training hard, and
smart, but also by applying some mental tricks and
by listening to suggestions from fellow racers and
friends. Yes, triathletes are unusually dedicated and
their feats seem heroic to the uninitiated, but their
path to success is in a kind of controlled surrender to
the enormity of the effort required and in a constant
evaluation and recognition of the physical limits one
faces in each stage of the race. Ultimately, I think I
succeeded by staying largely in the moment, focusing
on the next few metres of the swim, the next km on
the bike, and literally passing the next competitor on
the run.
The Concorde triathlon takes place this year on
Sunday 14 August and is again the Serpentine sprint
distance club championship race. Why not give it a go?
Robin Gray

The Run
The last stage was here at last and being an experienced runner, I thought this would be no problem.
After the bike leg, it took me a while to develop my
running legs – maybe even half of the 5k run. My legs
felt very rubbery – the weirdest feeling in the world. It
was starting to get hot but there was plenty of water
on offer. Finally my legs came to and I rallied. My
stride improved and my running grew stronger and
stronger. At the finish line I felt I could run a few
more miles; or maybe not! My run time was 25.29
minutes. One cool thing about the run was that everyone who passed encouraged you to keep going – this
was a great bunch of people. So I returned the favour
as I passed some of my fellow club mates. One thing
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St Croix Half Ironman
In January I fell off my bike and fractured my jaw in
three places. Having spent a week in hospital dosed
up on morphine followed by six weeks of a liquidonly diet, I was in need of a holiday. The St Croix half
Ironman race is held on the tropical island of St Croix
in the US Virgin Islands. The race is regarded as one
of the “must do” races and also has the added bonus
of qualifying for Ironman Hawaii as well as offering
the chance of a holiday in the Caribbean. I went with
fellow Serpie, Fiona Lawrence, who currently has the
fastest women’s Ironman time of 11 hours 49 minutes at Ironman Florida.
Hawaii slot through the back door
St Croix is a great race for short course triathlon slackers
like me who want to qualify for Ironman Hawaii without having to actually do a full IM. This year the
Olympic distance age group world triathlon championships are being held in Honolulu the week before
Ironman Hawaii, so I was keen to try and double up.
There are 30 slots available at St Croix and in my age
group of 35-39, with the largest number of competitors,
there were three guaranteed slots with an extra one
rolling down from one of the older age categories.
Getting there
With the current US dollar exchange rate it’s not too
expensive to get to St Croix. Flights to Miami with
BA (no problems with bikes) are relatively cheap and
Miami is a fantastic place to spend a couple of days
either side of the race. You can leave bags and bikes in
the airport’s left luggage and then head to South
Beach, which is full of fabulous art deco beach hotels,
great restaurants and good shopping. It’s also a fantastic beach for the final pre-race long run. I knocked
out my trademark one-hour long run along the huge
beach and wooden boardwalk whilst Fiona, the real
Ironman, effortlessly ran for two hours.
St Croix
St Croix is a beautiful island with crystal clear water
and fantastically hot weather. The island has a fascinating history and the race is based around
Christiansted, a well preserved Danish colonial port
with a compact centre of beautiful 18th and 19th century neo classical Danish colonial buildings. Uniquely
for a Caribbean island, just 150 metres from the harbour and boardwalk restaurants is a tiny tropical
island with a sandy beach for great swimming. The
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climate is sweltering and it’s guaranteed to be very hot,
humid and windy. You need to arrive a good few days
before the race to acclimatise otherwise you will wilt
during the race. If you like diving and snorkelling
there are some great trips. Just 45 mins away by boat
is a deserted island with some fantastic coral reefs,
which makes for a great rest day before the race.
The race
St Croix is definitely the best race I have ever competed in. As an IM sanctioned race it is extremely
well organised but due to the setting and location it’s
extremely laid back and relaxed. The transition is
right in the heart of town and it feels like a local low
key race with bike racking on the morning of the
race. The whole island gets behind the race with
closed roads, local tv coverage, and a street party with
vouchers for restaurants instead of dismal food in a
dingy hall for the traditional carbo-loading party. The
awards ceremony is based in a luxury beachside
resort, so you feel that the race is really spread over
three days. Another attraction is that there is serious
prize money of $50,000 for the pros, with $500
prizes for the fastest swim, bike and run splits. This
means it attracts a stellar pro field that comes for the
combination of prize money and holiday atmosphere. As the race is so laid back and concentrated
around compact Christiansted, it is easy to mix with
the pro triathletes. Fiona found her true tri groupie
calling by spending most of the awards ceremony
with the large Australian pro contingent. A couple of
the pros have written race reports on the xtri.com
website which you can find at
http://www.xtri.com/article.asp?id=1448 &
http://www.xtri.com/article.asp?id=1443
Fiona’s favourite pro, Luke McKenzie, has a report on
his website
http://www.lukemckenzie.com/news.html
If only all race reports were as short as this one!
The swim
The transition is in the town fort grounds beside the
harbour. The swim starts from the sandy beach on
the island across the harbour from transition, so
there’s a 150m swim to get to the swim start. The
non-wetsuit swim (for Hawaii slots) is a wave start
with two mins between age groups. Each age group
has a designated holding area under a palm tree –

there really aren’t many races in the world like this.
Having damaged my shoulder in my January crash, I
was a bit worried about the swim. I had been unable
to do any long or structured swims since January and
had only managed to attend half a swim-for-tri swim
squad session. In the end I managed a fairly
respectable swim. It is worth bearing in mind that
open water swims are very different to pool swimming and good race times are not necessarily dependent on being fast in the pool. I managed to hitch a
ride from a much better swimmer than me the whole
way round and relied on him to make the pace and
navigate. I periodically touched his feet when he was
slacking to ensure he kept swimming fast enough to
keep us both in contention for a Hawaii slot.
The bike
The St Croix bike course is notoriously difficult as it’s
very windy, very hilly and the heat and humidity
make the bike really exhausting. As well as the headwinds and constant undulations, there is a brutal
climb called the “Beast”. It is only 600ft long but
ranges in gradient from 11% to 21% at its steepest.
There were plenty of competitors "taking their bikes
for a walk" up the “Beast” in the race. At the race
briefing one competitor even asked the race director,
while pointing at his flip flops, whether he could still
qualify for a Hawaii slot if he walked up the “Beast”
in his shoes. Despite the difficulty of the course, it
must be one of the most scenic bike courses in the
world. It follows the coast along most of the island
apart from a short section on a fast dual carriageway
– a reminder of time trials in this country which had
me wishing I was riding my time trial bike rather
than a normal road bike.
The run
The run is murder and is definitely not flat. It’s a twolap course along an undulating coastal road but with
no view of the coast! After the bike, and with the heat,
the ups and downs of the road, whilst not steep, really take their toll. The really nice part of the run
involves a two-mile loop around the luscious grounds
and golf course of the luxurious Buccaneer resort right
next to the sea. Unfortunately within the loop there
are two very short “Beast”-like hills which are so steep
it makes you want to cry. I really need to work on my
mental toughness as the first 10k was painfully slow
and I was close to just giving up. For some reason,
after 10k the gels, caffeine and salt tablets must have
kicked in and I regained some confidence and energy
and actually started running at a reasonable pace.
The fun part of the wave starts is that, with the pro
women starting 10 minutes in front of me, I was able
to catch and overtake all the pro women, apart from
Leanda Cave. Lots of people have asked me how close
our finishing times were, but I didn’t see her at all on

the bike course. I was then put firmly back down to
earth by Joanna Zeiger and Lisa Bentley running past
me at about twice my pace. Lisa Bentley is an astonishing runner and her run time was quicker than most
of the pro men; this only a few weeks after winning
IM Australia. An even more impressive achievement
when, as openly admitted by all the pro men, a huge
pack of about 12 formed, they drafted the whole way
round the bike course and had fresh legs for the run.
The medical tent
I was in a bad state at the finish and was directed into
the medical tent which was another big selling point
for this race. I was attended to by three lovely college
girls who wrapped me in towels soaked in wonderful
icy cold water and brought me as much food and
drink as I could manage. I declined an IV drip – my
week of IV drips in St George’s Hospital, Tooting has
put me right off this form of recovery.
Results
Fiona finished a very creditable 13th in her age
group, particularly since this was not an “A” race for
her and she trained right up until the race rather than
tapering. I came third and managed to get an elusive
Hawaii slot, although I am now dreading having to
actually do some long distance training for the race
and am very worried about having to “run” my first
marathon. Full results can be viewed at
http://www.sportstats.ca/res2005/croixh.htm
I would like to thank several people. Big thanks go to
Fiona for putting up with me and making the holiday and race such fun. Also for making sure I got the
nutrition right and introducing me to salt tablets,
without which I doubt I would have finished the
race. Thanks also to Adrian "precision" Jones for
making me think about nutrition in long races and
providing detailed advice on this vital aspect of racing; to Charlie “stud” Barclay for making me suffer
on “long – ish” runs along the Promenade des Anglais
and in Richmond Park; to Russell O’Malley – Hawaii
IM veteran and top dentist who put my teeth back
together after the crash. Finally thanks to Rebecca
Stubbs, for pre-race support, encouragement and
motivation. When I was at my weakest in the run and
wanted to drop out, the fear of facing the “wrath of
Rebecca” should I fail to accomplish my mission
ensured I carried on running to the finish.
There are some photos at
http://www.photobox.co.uk/album/1395805
If you think you’d like to give St Croix a go, feel free
to get in touch with me for more information.
Laurence Harding
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Track & Field – Division 4
On Saturday 7 May the division 4 men’s track & field
team participated in their opening meeting for the
season at Tooting Bec. In what was a very tightly contested match between three of the four teams,
Serpentine took second place behind Tunbridge
Wells, but ahead of hosts and fellow promotion
hopefuls Herne Hill and also Holland Sports. It was
a form reversal from last season, when we were able
to defeat Tunbridge Wells narrowly, but were soundly beaten by Herne Hill.
It was a good team effort, and with the first meet
behind us and marathons disappearing from our legs
we hope to get even stronger over the rest of the season. There were a number of highlights, the most
memorable being the 4 x 400m team, who staged a
spectacular comeback to take a very tight second
place behind Herne Hill, who had disappeared into
the distance, in just a fraction of a second over 4

mins. Special mention should also be made of Ian
Druce in the 5k, Simon Barrett in the 3,000m steeplechase and David Lipscomb in the discus, all of
whom won their events. Ian and Simon’s wins were in
their debut performances, with Simon not only winning, but soundly thrashing all the division 3 runners
there as well! In all 11 PBs were set by our team.
Other Serpies making their debut were Eric Phillips
and Clinton Williams, who both gave everything and
performed well, showing much promise for the rest
of the season. The relay teams were
•
•

4 x 100m: Clinton Williams, Paul Fromme,
Ruairi MacIver & Andrew Reeves
4 x 400m: Andrew Davies (62.9), Ian Druce
(61.0), Simon Barrett (59.8) &
Andrew Reeves (56.9)

The full results of the meeting are:

Event

‘A’ string

Perf

Points

‘B’ string

Hammer

D Lipscomb

19.27

4

Shot

D Lipscomb

8.35

Long jump

R MacIver

400 hurdles

Perf

Points

Event Points

T McGahan 16.57

4

8

4

L Menken

7.50

4

8

5.26

3

J Lock

4.50

3

6

A Reeves

71.0

4

R MacIver

67.7

4

8

100m

C Williams

13.3 *

3

R MacIver

12.9

3

6

Pole vault

D Paterson

2.40

4

T McGahan 2.20

4

8

800m

S Barrett

2.14.1

4

A Davies

2.18.1*

3

7

High jump

R MacIver

1.45

2

I Druce

1.45

4

6

110 hurdles

R MacIver

21.3

4

A Reeves

21.5 **

4

8

400m

A Reeves

57.9

4

E Phillips

59.1 *

3

7

5,000m

I Druce

16.43.7 * 5

P Fromme

17.46 *

4

9

Triple jump

R MacIver

10.81

3

E Phillips

10.13 *

4

7

200m

C Williams

28.0 *

3

P Fromme

29.6

3

6

55.58

4

4x100m relay

4

Javelin

D Lipscomb

29.19

4

J Lock

28.86

Discus

D Lipscomb

28.76

5

T McGahan 22.93 *

5

9

4

9

3,000 steeplechase S Barrett

10.51.0 * 5

E Phillips

12.22.1 * 4

9

1,500m

4.45.8

4

A Davies

4.50.5

8

4.00.6

4

S Barrett

4x400m relay
Total Points
* PB
Justin Lock
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73

4

4
64

The Starter Groups continue to go from strength to
strength.
We had to have a bit of a re-think concerning the
group on a Wednesday night, back in the New Year,
as the group size was becoming totally unmanageable. We felt we couldn’t offer new runners the support and level of safety they were entitled to. After a

I’d like to publicly thank everyone who has helped
out on a Wednesday night. Please DO continue to do
so, and tell your friends what fun it is. Equally, Sue
would not have been able to manage the increasing
numbers on Saturday mornings without the help of
people like Gowan, Richard Smith, Bob Davidson
and the many other people who offer to help on the
day, so she would like to thank you all too.

re-think by the Wednesday night committee, it was
decided that new runners would be able to run with

If you have been in the Starter Group, – what now?

the club for only one week, on the payment of a £1

Well, there are plenty of opportunities for you to test

fee, and then they would have to join the club. This

out your newly-found running confidence. Have a

had the effect of cutting the numbers down to a very

look at the Serpie events planner on the website or buy

manageable group size, thus ensuring that everyone,
new and experienced enjoyed their runs much more.

the monthly Runners’ World magazine and seek out a
race near you. The summer season is full of Race for
Life 5k races for women, all over the country: loads are

However, it also had the effect of swelling the numbers on a Saturday morning. What price success! This
means that more volunteers are needed on Saturdays,

in London and the South East. These are wonderfully
friendly, low-key races, exclusively for women. Sorry,
guys, but 99% of the Starter Group are female!

especially as Sue is training for track and field, as well
as being involved in complementary therapy work-

Why not try advertising on the egroups for someone

shops at weekends, so will not be available on
Saturday mornings over the next few months. If
everybody volunteered to help on just one Saturday,
we would have more than enough helpers!
I, personally, had a bit of a sabbatical from the Starter
Group over the latter part of the winter, whilst training for the Paris marathon, and its continuing success
was down to Sid Wills and Gowan Clews, who
encouraged, bamboozled, and used whatever methods they deemed appropriate, to recruit volunteers to
help with the Group! They were very successful and
there is now an excellent core of experienced runners
who are willing to help out on a Wednesday night.
From what I hear, most of them really enjoy their sessions with the group too.

137

to join you so you can travel together or arrange to
meet up at the race venue? The running calendar
offers endless opportunities for fun trips. Give it a
try; you won’t regret it I promise!
There are also our own club races, for which both
men and women are eligible, so no discrimination
here! The monthly handicap is a great way of seeing
how much you have improved and was actually won
by a member of the Starter Group in February 2002.
The Last Friday of the Month 5k is very popular, so
if you would like to run it, remember to apply in
advance. Finally, watch out for the inter-club series of
summer league races (see details elsewhere in this
issue or the Serpie planner), which are great fun.
Bev Thomas and Sue McGinlay

** =PB

Quiz Answers: 1. c; 2. a; 3. b; 4. a;
5. a; 6. b; 7. a; 8. b; 9. c; 10. c
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After the Big One
How to avoid the post-marathon blues
After months of gruelling training in the dark early
morning hours or late at night; running through icy
rain, sleet, heavy winds; neglecting friends and family; falling asleep at your desk; and wrecking your
weekends, you have finally run your marathon. So
what now?
Post-marathoners usually fall in two categories:
• The ones who feel invincible after a great run
and cannot stop running, register for their next
race two weeks or even less after their marathon,
and
• The others who feel like anything but running
and feel as though they've woken up in someone
else’s life by mistake!

The first category, who I call ‘the Invincibles’, will
eventually make it into the second category, as their
bodies will revolt and demand rest, and injuries will
inevitably flair up.
A number of studies confirm that muscles are damaged by severe, prolonged exercise like marathon running and that recovery from such exertion may take a
long time. Both the intensive pre-marathon training
as well as the actual marathon will have damaged
your muscle cells, and full recovery may take 10-12
weeks. Tim Noakes in The Lore of Running gives an
indication of rest periods according to your level of
discomfort after the marathon:

Grading

Symptoms

Indication

0

No discomfort

Continue training

1

Some muscle discomfort,
when touched

Reduce training for 7 days, no racing
for two weeks

2

Discomfort on walking, unable to
squat without discomfort

Reduce training for 14 days,
no racing for one month

3

Severe pain, walking with difficulty

Reduce training for at least one month,
no racing for two months

But wait, this just isn’t fair! You really don’t want to
lose what you have worked so hard for:
• The wonderful shape you’re in (your clothes are
loose fitting and your complexion is glowing)
• This amazing fitness that lets you sprint up the
stairs without effort and gives you plenty of
energy
• The wonderful coterie of friends who went
through thick and thin with you during these
long Wednesday nights, Saturday hill sessions or
Sunday early morning runs
I believe that you can have it all. You can keep, and
even increase, your fitness, while keeping in touch
with your friends. But first, give your body its wellearned rest. Until you feel fully recovered (see table
above) easy runs of not more than 10k at comfortable
pace will suffice to keep your running shape while giving your body its rest. The first runs should be easy
runs that are more a function of time exercising rather
than intensity. These runs will not be demanding in
terms of effort, so a maximum of 70% of VO2 max,
or a pace where you can have a good gossip and catch
up on all the developments with your friends.
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VO2 max is the maximum volume of oxygen
that the body can consume during intense,
whole-body exercise, while breathing air at
sea level. This volume is expressed as a rate,
either litres per minute (l/min) or millilitres per
kg bodyweight per minute (ml/kg/min).
Because oxygen consumption is linearly
related to energy expenditure, when we
measure oxygen consumption, we are
indirectly measuring an individual's maximal
capacity to do work aerobically.
If you successfully ignored niggles before the
marathon that now have turned into knee, hip or
ankle injuries, keep off running until you have
recovered. Don’t despair, the inflammation and
muscle damage will heal with rest. Use this time to
become ‘human’ again – re-kindle relationships with
your non-running friends and your (until now)
neglected family; or do something that you have
always wanted to do but didn’t have the time for.

Here are some ideas:
• Meet your marathon training companions for a
swim on Wednesday night at Seymour Centre so
that you don’t miss out on the pub night.
• Give your bike a spring clean and take it and your
friends out for a cycle ride through the bluebellfilled woods in the Chilterns. It’s magical.
• Why not take up Pilates or yoga, or register for
the Club’s core stability classes?
• Book a night at the theatre.
• Visit the Monet-Turner-Whistler exhibit at the
Tate.
• Or anything else that catches your fancy!
After several weeks of well deserved rest, you will
naturally feel like running again, especially with the
weather getting better. So now it’s time to get serious
again. How about setting a new goal for the late
spring and summer, maybe a PB in a half marathon,
10m, 10k or 5m race? A new goal will certainly lift
you out of your post-marathon depression and onto
a new level of enthusiasm.
You may want to focus on a race in the following two
- three months, such as the upcoming club championships, our sister club’s fast and flat Sudbury Court
10k, or the handicap. Training for a good time in
one of these races follows similar principals as
marathon training without the very long distance
but with increased intensity. Every session should be
with a purpose and specific to your individual goal.
To remind you of the main goals of training:
• Increase your body’s ability to transport blood
and oxygen
• Increase the ability of your muscles to effectively use your available oxygen (to convert carbohydrate and fat fuel into energy)
• Increase your lactate threshold to correspond to
a faster running speed
• Increase VO2 max, your aerobic capacity
• Improve your speed
In order to achieve these training goals – to run
faster and more efficiently – your training week will
ideally consist of a variety of types of training (by
order of importance):
• Long slow runs
• Threshold pace or Tempo runs
• Interval training
• Repetitions
Long slow runs should be time and not effort based.
You want to run at an easy, steady pace longer than
your projected race distance. If you want to compete
in a half marathon, these runs need to be about
15miles. If you want to compete in a 10k race, you
want to run 10 miles for your long run. Look for
about 70% VO2 max or 75% of your maximum
heart rate for these runs and plan for about 25% of
long run mileage in your weekly schedule.
Threshold or Tempo pace is about 85% of VO2 max
or 90% of your maximum heart rate. A threshold pace
should be the pace you can keep for one hour of

running, which might be your 10k pace or less for the
faster runners. A typical tempo run session would be a
warm-up of 10 minutes at easy or long run pace. You
will then go into tempo pace running for 20 minutes
and add some pick-ups (for example 4 x 400m) at the
end. This will be followed by a gentle cool down. It is
important not to ‘race’ a tempo run and stick to your
desired pace. Tempo running should take about 10%
of you weekly mileage. We will hold specific threshold
run sessions at Battersea later this spring.
Interval training will aim to increase your VO2 max.
Interval speed is approximately 5k race pace and individual efforts should not exceed 5 minutes. Interval
training should not take more that 8% of your weekly
mileage or 8k, whichever is less. Typical interval training is 1k, 1,200m or 1 mile repeats at 5k pace.
Repetition pace running is to increase speed and
improve economy, not to maximise VO2 max or lactate threshold. Repetition running involves running
at a race pace or faster while using proper technique
and adequate recovery. Repetitions are pretty intense
and should not consist of more than 5% of your
weekly mileage. Repetition training can also take the
form of treadmill running, hill training (short, intensive bouts separated by long recoveries) or fartlek.
The following is an example of a seven-day training
schedule for a 10k ‘PB’ race in 10 weeks from now,
given a solid base of training. The effort and mileage
of the workouts depend on your level of fitness, your
running goal and your desired weekly mileage.
Week
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Day 1
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

Day 2
I
I
I
I
T
T/I
T
T/I
T
E

Day 3
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
T/I

Day 4
T
T
T
T
T
R
R
R
R
E

Day 5
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

Day 6
R
R
R or L
R
R
E
E
E
E
E

E–

Day 7
L
L
L or Race
L
L
L or Race
L
L
L
Race for PB

Easy running – amount is flexible to make up your total weekly mileage,
cross training (swim, cycle, yoga) or total rest
I–
Intervals - up to 8% of weekly mileage or 8k, whichever is less
T–
Threshold run – about 10% of weekly mileage
L–
Long Slow Run – up to 25% of weekly mileage, during week 7-9 add some
pick-ups (200m or 400m) at the end of your long run
Repetition – may be long (1k or 1 mile repetitions), hills or fartlek session;
R–
up to 5% of weekly mileage
Race – preparation race, 5k, 5m or 10k

Now it’s up to you to go out and do it after a period
of serious recovery. Have fun and do let me know
when you achieve your new PB!
Beate Vogt
UK Athletics Level 2 Coach (Endurance)
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Sudbury Court Report

John Walker Chairman
H: 020 8543 2633 W: 020 8649 3077 M: 07876 634486
F: 020 8649 3190 john-walker@blueyonder.co.uk

What’s happening in our sister club?

David Knight Secretary
H: 020 7924 1460 M: 07801 257987
hon.secretary@serpentine.org.uk

There’s no need to scrape round for a starting point
to this issue’s update from Sudbury, as the sixth
running of the Club’s annual 10k is still fresh in the
memory.

Touch wood, but we seem to be bedding in well at our
new HQ, and the tennis club continue to be appre-

and also failed to make the start line. One upside of
Marina’s involvement, however, was that the rest of
us were able to take advantage of the seemingly endless supply of drinks/gels that Lucozade laid on for
her race build-up. I have to say, as far as I was concerned, London proved a little too crowded and

attached, metaphorically speaking, to the pool table
and their glasses) off the premises, finally escaping at
19.30. Here’s to next year!

Ian Hall Treasurer
M: 07752 324647
ian.hall@serpentine.org.uk
Eddie Brocklesby Welfare, Social
M: 07976 547717 edwina@globalnet.co.uk

ciative of our efforts to keep the bar till ringing on our

warm this year, and I might have to give Tresco seri-

Ian Hodge Competition, Team Events, Technology
M: 07768 765670
ihodge@serpentine.org.uk

pre-race advertising (please note, Runners World, you

regular club nights. As for membership, that seems to

are not currently our favourite publication!) the field of

be becalmed around the mid-30 mark. No sooner do

ous consideration next time: 93 finishers – one for
every two members of the Island’s population – and

Nadya Labib Volunteerism, Officer Development
M: 07729 493518 nlabib@serpentine.org.uk

97 was our second lowest. However, on the plus side,

we pick up a couple of new members, than another

a six-pint pre-race night training schedule for the

numbers for the 1k Fun Run were up from 12 to 28.

couple do a vanishing act. Still, hopefully, with the

winner, sounds like my kind of race!

Thankfully, this was really the only downside to the

better weather coming, and a concerted recruitment

day, with even the weather being kind to us.

drive, we can break the 40 barrier before too long. In

Hopefully, we’ll feel the benefit of the marathon

Once again the Serpies rallied round in fine style,

that respect, Gowan’s sterling efforts to revitalise our
website should, fingers-crossed, tempt one or two

training when summer league “hostilities” resume
shortly, and we lock antlers once again with

surfers to give us a go, as well as, of course, run the risk

Serpentine and our other fellow combatants. “Bring

of being used as guinea pigs for his scone testing!

It On” as our American buddies would say!

On the plus side, the membership definitely seems to
have been becoming more active of late. After raising
our first all female team (Sue, Jasmine and Ruth) for

Martin Garrett

Due to fixture clashes, notably the Green Belt Relay,
and the Staines 10k, and one or two problems with our

with 19 club members toeing the start line, and
Malcolm French and Dave Lipscomb lending their
considerable expertise at the finish – thanks to one
and all. As opposed to last year, when the race produced a near photo-finish, things were fairly plain
sailing this time for Peter Stainer of Shaftesbury
Barnet who was runner-up in 2004. Peter’s time of
33.58 left him almost two minutes clear of Brendan
Greene of Queens Park Harriers, who in four starts
has never finished outside the first six.
In the women’s race, Val Swingler of Metros finished
in 41.36 and took advantage of the absence of both
our two-time winners - Barbara Yff and Daniella
Sanderson - to take the honours. For the Serpies,
meanwhile, Anthony Stranger-Jones (38.28) and
Sarah Newton (44.38) both finished in third spot in
their respective age groups.
Once again, I’m glad to say, Serpentine ‘support’ did
not stop at the finish line, but continued into the bar,
where takings, I understand, were around the £300
mark. I hadn’t, on arrival, intended to put in a 12hour “working day”. However, I felt it was my duty
to see the last of the competitors, including Malcolm,
Jeanette and Laura, (who had all become somewhat
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the St Albans marathon relay in December, the New
Year started with no fewer than nine of us training for
spring marathons, including both Ruth Jackson
(Paris and London) and Nick King (Zurich and
London), planning to double-up.
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Nick duly got proceedings off to a flying start, clocking 3.26.09 – a new club record – in Switzerland.
Ruth and Gavin Imrie then helped Bev celebrate her
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landmark 60th birthday in Paris in proper style,
before five of us took on London. We should have
been seven, but Russell Elder succumbed to training
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injuries, whilst Marina Visal was forced to drop out
for altogether more pleasant reasons, finding out just
before the race (having slogged through the training
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mileage) that she was pregnant. It wasn’t the best of
years all round (on the road that is) for Team
Lucozade Sport, who Marina was due to run for, as
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her Captain, James Cracknell, managed to crock
himself on a 21-mile training run before the event,
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